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Immigration Attorney and
Pro-Boxing Judge Herb Santos
Batties for the Little Guy
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IN THIS CORNER..
Students Break
with Tradition to
Give Spring
Vacation a Whole
New Meaning
A Native Son
Gives His Tribe
a Bigger Voice
An Old Salt
Charts a New
Course for
Troubled Youth
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Split Decision
Immigration attorney
and prizefighting judge
Herb Santos BA ’58,
JD ’60 pulls no punches
in the courtroom
or the boxing ring.
BY KIMBERLY PRYOR
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Change Agents
In a springtime vaca
tion week known for
debauchery, students
Caroline McHeffey ’13,
Aaron Michael Lumnah
’14, and Mizuho Komatani ’16 are working
for the greater good.

Road Warrior
As a leader of Califor
nia’s largest Indian
tribe, Javier Kinney JD
’04 is building bridges
with government and
paving the way for
reservation life “in a
contemporary world.’’

Anchor Man
Teaching boat build
ing gives Edmund
Norton BS ’80, JD ’88
the opportunity to
provide safe harbor to
troubled youth.

_____ ^

BY RENEE GRAHAM

BY JAED COFFIN

BY OEIDRE PIKE

ON THE COVER
Herb Santos BA ’58, JD ’60 judges
the 1985 Marvelous Marvin Haglervs.
Thomas “The Hitman" Hearns fight.
Ilustration by Owen Smith
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The Good Fight
N APRIL 15,

William Evans
got up at 5:00
a.m. to catch
a bus to Hopkinton, Mas
sachusetts, to
run his 44th
marathon—
his 18th in
Boston. Three hours and 34 minutes later,
Evans, 54, crossed the finish line in Copley
Square, cheered on by his wife and chil
dren. He took his family back to their home
in South Boston and was relaxing in the
whirlpool of the Boston Athletic Club when
a patrolman told him that two bombs had
exploded at the marathon. Within 30 min
utes, Evans, a 32-year veteran of the Boston
Police Department and its current superin
tendent, was back in Copley Square.
“An hour earlier, there was so much
excitement on the street, and then to go
back in my official position, and to see what
I had witnessed, it was just like, ‘This can’t
be happening,”’ he recalls. “There were
sights that I hope no one ever has to see.
It really hit home. We were attacked.” At
the scene, three people had been killed and
more than 250 injured.
Working with state police, the FBI, and
the ATE, Evans and his officers shut down
the city’s largest-ever crime scene and
began the investigation. “The next time I
went home,” he says, “was 10:00 p.m. the
next night.”
Two days later, at 4:30 a.m., Evans was
at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross, prepar
ing security for the interfaith service with
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President Obama and the First Lady. After
their safe departure about 12 hours later,
he returned to work the crime scene.
Evans finally got into bed around 10:30 p.m.
(Around this time, an M.I.T. police officer
was shot to death in Cambridge by the
alleged bombers.) Shortly after midnight,
Evans got a call that shots had been fired in
Watertown, and that the suspects—quickly
determined to also be the alleged marathon
bombers—were throwing pipe bombs at
his officers in an attempt to escape. Evans
rushed to a makeshift command center in
Watertown, where he took charge of his
officers, who, with one suspect down, were
searching for the other, who had fied.
By 6:00 p.m., Massachusetts Gov. Deval
Patrick had lifted the shelter-in-place direc
tive he’d ordered for Watertown and nearby
cities and towns that morning, but Evans
wasn’t ready to call it quits with the search.
“We weren’t confident that we had finished
our job,” he explains. “We took this very
personally. This was our city, our marathon,
so we continued to search after other agen
cies called it a day.”
Evans followed a Watertown officer who
had received a call about a resident who
reported someone hiding in a boat behind
his house. They were the first to arrive at the
home, and Evans called for a tactical team.
“At some point, when we were organizing
out front, a shot rang out. We didn’t know if
the shot came from inside the boat or [from]
one of the officers, and I started yelling for
everyone to hold their fire. I got everyone to
calm down at that point. The FBI hostage re
covery team came in, and working together
with them, every decision they made, they

ran by me as the incident commander.”
Working with a state police helicopter
and the FBI hostage recovery team, Evans
and his officers finally captured the suspect,
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev.
“It was a busy week, but it all felt like
one long day,” Evans reflects, noting that
he and his officers were “lucky” if they got
10 hours of sleep the entire time. Yet to
hear him tell it, the fatigue was eclipsed by
the chance to make a difference. “It was a
terrible, terrible tragedy. But I was happy
to help bring some sense of closure, not
just to the marathon and the city but for
everyone who had been in fear.”
Evans’ service during the crisis gives
new meaning to the phrase fighting “the
good fight,” a common theme among the
stories of the six individuals profiled in
these pages. Attorney Herb Santos BA
’58, JD ’60, who fights on behalf of “the
little guy” in his practice, has also made a
name for himself as a professional boxing
judge (“Split Decision,” pg. 20). Caroline
McHeffey BA ’13, Aaron Michael Lumnah
’14, and exchange student Mizuho Komatani ’16 brought a sense of altruism to a
ritual known for hedonism, spring break
(“Change Agents,” pg. 26). Javier Kinney
JD ’04 has dedicated his career to serv
ing California’s largest Indian tribe (“Road
Warrior,” pg. 32), while Edmund Norton
BS ’80, JD ’88 leads a program that has an
innovative approach to reaching troubled
youth (“Anchor Man,” pg. 38).
Never afraid to do battle for the public
good; it’s become a hallmark of our
alumni, including William Evans BS ’82,
one of Boston’s—and Suffolk’s—finest.

Contributors

5. Alison Seiffer
ILLUSTRATOR / BACKSTORV, PG. 66

1. Owen Smith
ILLUSTRATOR/COVER

Boxing is a recurring theme in paintings
by Smith whose award-winning iiiustrations have appeared in Sports Illustrated,
Time, Rolling Stone, The New York Times,
Los Angeles Times, and The New Yorker
(for which he has created eighteen cover
illustrations). Smith has aiso iiiustrated
three chiidren's books and numerous
book covers. He is the Chair of the liiustration Department at the Caiifornia
Coiiege of the Arts and iives with his wife
and two sons in Aiameda, Caiifornia.
2. Joan Vennochi

3. DeidrePike
WRITER / -ROAD WARRIOR," PG. 32

“What a privilege to tour the redwoods
and along the Pacific coast with a member
of the Yurok Tribe," says Pike of her
time with Javier Kinney, JD '04 at the
Kiamath, California reservation. Pike, a
former newspaper editor with a doctorai
degree in iiterature and environment from
the University of Nevada, Reno, teaches
writing and muitimedia journaiism at Humboidt State University. She is proud she
can piay two songs on the ukuiele.

WRITER / BACKSTORV. PG. 56

Vennochi is a coiumnist for the Boston
Globe Op-Ed page. She previousiy wrote
a business column, was City Hall bureau
chief, State House bureau chief, and
covered national politics for the Globe.
Vennochi shared in a Puiitzer Prize for
speciai locai reporting that was awarded
to the newspaper’s Spotlight Team.
She is a graduate of Boston University
and Suffolk University Law Schooi and
teaches a journalism class at Suffolk.

4. Jon Christopher Meyers
PHOTOGRAPER / ROAD WARRIOR,' PG 32

Pacific Northwest commercial and fine art
photographer Meyers currentiy has exhib
its at the Museum of Natural and Cultural
History at the University of Oregon and
the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art in
Eugene, Oregon, When he is not creating
photos for his ciients or experimenting
with iandscape images, Meyers can be
found in the kitchen, creating and experi
menting with new recipes, or drifting and
fiy fishing the McKenzie River with his son,
Lukas, and two dogs, Chaz and Maggie.

“When sketching out Ideas for this as
signment I thought of my own lO-year-old
daughter Anni, working hard at the kitch
en table," says Seiffer of Joan Vennochi's
essay. The Montauk, New York illustra
tor’s clients include The New York Times,
Popular Science, Time, Businessweek,
and The New Yorker. Her commercial
illustration includes clients such as Levi's
Women’s Wear, for which she received
Ad Week’s Creative All-Star Award.
6. Jaed Coffin

7. Kevin Scanlon
PHOTOGRAPHER / "SPLIT DECISION." PG. 20

“Being in the boxing ring with Mr. Santos
was such a thrill,” says award-winning,
Los Angeles-based photographer
Scanlon. “Jarred certainly took it easy
on his grandfather during the training
portion of the shoot, but I was impressed
with how Mr. Santos absorbed the hits!”
Scanlon’s work frequently appears in The
New York Times and LA Weekly, and has
also appeared in Guitar Aficionado, The
Hollywood Reporter, and Outside.

WRITER / -CHANGE AGENTS," PG, 26

Coffin is the author of A Chant to Soothe
Wild Elephants, a memoir about the sum
mer he spent as a monk in his mother’s
native Thailand, and the forthcoming
Roughhouse Friday, which chronicles the
year he won the middleweight title of a
barroom boxing show in Juneau, Alaska.
Coffin is a regular contributor to Maine
magazine and a member of the nonfiction
faculty at the Stonecoast MFA. He lives in
his hometown of Brunswick, Maine with
his wife and daughter.

8. Kimberly Pryor
WRITER / SPLIT DECISION," PG. 20

“I’ve interviewed everyone from singers
Dan Fogelberg and Kenny Rogers to a
Thomas Jefferson impersonator but
Herb Santos, Sr. will remain one of my
most interesting interview subjects,”
says Pryor. “He has held in his hands the
fate of both famous boxers and many
immigrants seeking refuge in America.”
Pryor has written more than 600 articles
for magazines and newspapers including
The Huffington Post, San Jose Mercury
News, Los Angeles Times, Sacramento
Magazine and Alaska Airlines Magazine.
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. Now Rep
American Theater
Legend
Stars in His Latest Role
as Snfiblk Distinguished
Scholar in Residence
Mr. Show Biz
Refusing to Be Typecast
in Finance, Michael Barra
Takes a Creative Leap

Correspondence Re: Winter 2013 Issue

those ideas into actions that
have fueled the American the
ater for generations.
Reading his [book] The
Theatre ofRevolt as a young
student of drama was a radical
izing experience. In it, as well
as in so much of his life’s work,
you can find artistic values that
never cease to inspire. In the
afterword to his still invalu
able text, he wrote, “Terror and
torment are too much with
us today to make us choose to
dwell upon them; but in our
sometime capacity to face these
feelings lies the hope for our
spiritual regeneration.” Good
words. Good man.
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Memories of
n Old Fashioned
arown-Up
Childhood

JIMPETOSA

Artistic Director
New Repertory Theatre

NEW REP
Robert Brustein,
Distinguished Scholar
in Residence
It was such a pleasure to read
the in-depth perspective on
Robert Brustein. I interviewed
Bob for my senior thesis in
social studies during my un
dergraduate years at Harvard
College. This interview turned
out to be pivotal for me and
changed the course of my life.
Bob became a mentor and an
inspiration for what I wanted
to achieve as an artist and pro
fessional theater-maker. Bob’s
critical writing on theater, his
many books on the craft, and
most recently his own plays
have had an indelible impact on

the field of American theater.
He has informed and enlight
ened generations of audiences,
students, and scholars, and as
the artistic director of both the
Yale Repertory Theatre and the
American Repertory Theater,
he launched the careers of
some of the most respected
and adventurous playwrights,
actors, designers, and direc
tors. Your article so beautifully
described Bob’s passion and
commitment to training and
teaching the next generation
of theater practitioners and
theater audiences. I am living
proof that any student who
comes into contact with Bob
will be the richer for it.
DIANE PAULUS

Artistic Director, American
Repertory Theater
It is always invigorating to read
about Bob’s current thinking.
His life has been rich with
ideas and productive in turning
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ON THE ROAD LESS
TRAVELED
Anthony John Coletti BS ’75
Mr. Coletti is at his best when
he combines two images into
one from an unexpected van
tage point. This is especially
true of his fish market shot: the
spectrum of colors of the fish
below with the vendor working
above. Most photographers
would explore the possibilities
of the fish colors with various
cropping and design options.
Instead, [Coletti] pulls back
and reveals the fish vendor at
work, which in turn reveals a
wonderful sense of place.
With the pineapple trail
ers, it’s the unexpected use of
green and yellow with the lush

background of tropical Costa
Rica. The use of a wide-angle
perspective photographed from
the rear invites us to explore
this rural farm landscape.
Or down the cobblestone
street in Barichara [Colom
bia] at dusk, [we see] a couple
huddled by the white wall and
the church dome looming over
them, a soft mix of artificial
light and natural light, which
Mr. Coletti captures beautifully.
PETETURNER

Pete Turner Studio
Wainscott, NY
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MR. SHOWBIZ
Michael Barra MBA ’03
Licensing is quite critical for
playwrights when we think
about their long-term sustain
ability in the field. Having
someone of Michael’s quality
and expertise is a huge boon for
them, because he understands
these collaborators not solely
from the “product” of their play,
but intuitively, as the incred
ible generative artists they
are. Even within the theater
field, we don’t make it easy
for playwrights to subsist—no
health insurance, very differ
ent pay scale than other artists
(and less consistent [pay]). So
when there’s an opportunity
for a writer’s work to be seen
more pervasively, that resultant
pay can help them to sustain
long enough to create their
next great work. The fact that
Michael’s working with Daryl
[Roth] is the icing on the cake.

as she is arguably at the very top
of the list of New York City pro
ducers—[showing] grace, class,
integrity, and a commitment to
supporting fantastic theater
making! The two of them are a
match made in heaven.

and collaborating with major
Broadway and Hollywood
producers, reviews by The New
York Times, and Walt Disney
Productions all from his Union
Square office—delivered such a
dose of inspiration.

JEREMY B. COHEN

SOLEIL BARROS '14

Producing Artistic Director
The Playwrights’ Center
Minneapolis, MN

Arts & Entertainment Editor
The Suffolk Journal

Cheers to Elaine Stewart for
the wonderful feature on
Michael Barra presented in
the most recent issue of SAMI
As the editor [of] the Arts &
Entertainment portion of The
Suffolk Journal, I was pleased
to read about the success that
Mr. Barra accomplished after
his time well spent at Suffolk
University. It [lent] an inspir
ing hand to those of us cur
rently studying and interested
in [leading] a career in the arts
in correlation with business.
From a journalistic [perspec
tive], the style of this particu
lar story was one of my favor
ites read in the Suffolk Alumni
Magazine to date. Following
a “day in the life” approach
was an excellent format to
best accompany Mr. Barra in
his New York atmosphere and
an interesting way to unveil
his success with the Gotham
Stage Company. The exposure
[to] his lifestyle—living in the
grand New York City, working

m

SAM Navigator
ALL THE DETAILS
YOU NEED TO CONNECT
TO SUFFOLK AND
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

the past decade, I can attest to
the transformative educational
experience that occurs when
undergraduates interact with a
wide range of African scholars,
professionals, artists, fami
lies, and young people in new
cultural contexts. The absence
of these kinds of opportunities
for Suffolk students should
be remedied immediately. In
a global age, we cannot be a
provincial college.
CHARLES TOCCIBS '00

Assistant Professor
ofEducation
Loyola University Chicago

BRIDGEBUILDER

BRIDGEBUILDER

Cori Simmons ’14
Cori Simmons, featured in
[the] latest issue, should be
lauded for organizing and
funding her own study abroad
in Ghana and pursuing a
powerful learning experi
ence through the opportunity.
Unfortunately, Ms. Simmons’
individual effort highlights
the fact that Suffolk no longer
has any programmatic study
opportunities for undergradu
ates in Africa since closing the
Dakar campus and severing
ties with InterFuture. Hav
ing spent a full academic
year studying in Ghana and
Tanzania as an undergradu
ate and having worked with
dozens of Suffolk students
who have done similarly over

BENCH MARKER

Linda Stewart Dalianis JD ’74
Thank you for the inspiring
article on Linda Stewart Da
lianis, the chief justice of the
Supreme Court of New Hamp
shire and [a] Suffolk Law grad.
She is a great example to all
Suffolk Law students and
alums of how important it is,
regardless of who you are, not
to submit to limiting percep
tions but to plug away and rise
above them. Talent does get
noticed. Her response to being
named chief justice—“let’s

give it a shot and see if I can
make something of it”—is the
type of pragmatic approach
that makes things happen and
is my new mantra.
PATRICIA WEISCERBER JD ‘13

President, National Women’s
Law Student Association
Suffolk University
Law School Chapter
Thank you for spotlighting
Justice Linda Stewart Dalianis,
the first female chief justice of
the New Hampshire Supreme
Court, in the Winter 2013 is
sue of SAM. I read with pride
about Justice Dalianis’ journey
to find her voice as a lawyer
and, thereafter, in the judiciary,
and find it she did! Being a fe
male lawyer in those days was
a rarity, and perhaps an oddity
to many; but that did not stop
her from achieving her goals
as both a lawyer and a jurist. I
know that I am not just speak
ing for myself when I say that
we all owe a debt of gratitude
to strong, brilliant, determined
women like Justice Dalianis. If
not for her and others as gifted
and accomplished, my own
journey in the law would surely
have been much more difficult.
Great article!
MARSHA V. KAZAROSIAN JD '82

© EMAIL LETTERS to sam@suffolk.edu.
Letters may be edited for length and clarity.
The address of Suffolk Alumni Magazine\s
8 Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108-2770.
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INSIDE BACK COVER

BACK COVER

BACK COVER

Judge Salvatore J. Basile JD '39,
LLM '42 shares his story and the rea
son he initiated the Judge Salvatore
J. and Jennie B. Basile Scholarship.
If you'd like more information on
establishing a named scholarship,
please contact Director of Annual
Giving John Irvin at 617-573-8445 or
jirvin@suffulk.edu.

For former Suffolk professor
Bea Snow, the decision to support
Suffolk through planned giving was
“a no-brainer." To receive a confiden
tial outline showing the benefits of
planned giving based on your situation
or to learn more, please contact As
sociate Vice President. Development
Ryan McDonald at 617-994-4231 or
rmcdonald@suffolk.edu,

»» Suffolk University Law School
Alumni Weekend will be held
September 26-29. Alumni Dinner will
be on September 28 at the Liberty
Hotel in Boston. For details, contact
Annamaria Mueller at 617-305-1999
amueller@suffolk.edu.

Homecoming weekend for the Col
lege of Arts & Sciences and Sawyer
Business School will be held Dctober
17-20 with special events on campus
and throughout the city. For details,
visit www.suffolk.edu/homecoming
or contact Emma O'Leary at 617-573
8456 eoleary@suffoik.edu.
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Ramhlings News on Campus and Beyond

Suffolk Athletic
Director
James Nelsoita

Conversation Starter

Eyeing the
tl
FmisliLiine
WITH A LONG-DEFERRED RETIREMENT IN SIGHT, LEGENDARY
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR JAMES “COACH” NELSON LOOKS BACK ON
“FOUR GLORIOUS DECADES" AT SUFFOLK. BY RENEE CRAHAM

James Nelson will step down as Suffolk University’s
athletic director, a post he has held since 1975. “Coach Nelson,” as
he is affectionately known around campus, came to Suffolk in 1966
as its assistant AD and assistant men’s basketball coach, and has
been one of the nation’s most honored collegiate athletic execu
tives. The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics
recently named him NCAA Division III Athletic Director of the
Year for the Northeast Region. An inaugural member of Suffolk’s
Hall of Fame, Nelson has also been inducted into the New England
Basketball Hall of Fame.
THIS AUGUST,

After 46 years at Suffolk,
why are you retiring now? I
had spoken to two previous
presidents [David Sargent JD
’54, LLD ’78 and Barry Brown]
as I became eligible for Social
Security and both of them,
interestingly enough, said they
would not hear of it. It was said
that if I made an appointment
to come speak with them about
retirement, their secretaries
would not schedule it and I
would not be able to step in
the office. So I took that as a
compliment. When President
McCarthy came on board, I had
a conversation with him, and
my own thoughts were it would
not be appropriate for me to
leave with him just coming on
board. I wanted to give at least
one full year to work under his
leadership, and I’m pleased that
I’ve been able to do that.
Whatfirst brought you to
Suffolk in 1966? I was famil
iar with Suffolk from my high
school days because I grew up
in Cambridge, and the Suffolk
team since 1957 played their

photographby MARK OSTOW

home basketball games at the
Cambridge Y[MCA], I was a
member of the Cambridge Y,
and I would practice with the
Suffolk team to get a workout,
and I became friendly with
my predecessor, Charlie Law.
Back in my high school years,
Charlie attempted to recruit me
to go to Suffolk, but I elected
to accept a basketball scholar
ship to Boston College. As I say
so often, I had four wonderful
years at Boston College, but
I’ve had four glorious decades
at Suffolk University. Many
people think Suffolk is my alma
mater, and in many regards it
is, both from a professional and
personal standpoint.
When I was graduating
from Boston College, a player
on Mr. Law’s team mentioned
that they were going to hire
a second full-time person. I
visited Charlie at his home on
Cape Cod during the summer. I
had an interview with thenDean of Students D. Bradley
Sullivan, and I had an interview
with the president at that time,
John E. Fenton [JD ’24]. I’m

not so sure things work quite
this way any more: I went into
his office and he said, “Tell me
a little bit about yourself.” I told
him I graduated from Boston
College, and that Bob Cousy,
the legendary player for the
Boston Celtics, was my college
basketball coach. Judge Fenton
said, “I love Bob Cousy, I’m a
Holy Cross grad as well.” Then
I said that Monsignor Fallon is
my parish monsignor, and [Fen
ton] said, “A classmate of mine
at Holy Cross.” He looked at
[former Suffolk Vice President
and Treasurer] Frank Flannery
[MBA ’64] and said, “Young
Nelson seems to have all the
credentials that we need.” I’m
not so sure things happen that
way any more, but I’m pleased
that they did at that time.
Is there one moment, one
achievement, that best
encapsulates your career
at Suffolk? It’s both the low
point and the high point in my
life at Suffolk University—the
1996 quadriplegic accident of
student ice hockey player John
Gilpatrick [BS ’00, JD ’06]. We
played our ice hockey games at
Boston University [in the same
arena where BU hockey player
Travis Roy was paralyzed
during a game a few months
earlier]. In a game against
Stonehill College, John was
coming back on defense and
there was a collision in front
of a goal. The back of his head
hit the crossbar, and he went
down. I kept saying to myself,
“He’s going to get up, he’s going
to get up,” but he never did. He
became a quadriplegic.
To the University’s credit, he
came back with his wheelchair
and guide dog named Ice, and

I pushed him across the stage
when he got his undergradu
ate degree. He was admitted
to our Law School. Four years
after the incident, his mother
called and said John wanted to
see me. My office desk over
looks Cambridge Street, with
my back to the door. There
was a knock on the door, and
John said, “Coach,” and he was
standing there. And he walked
into my arms. He went on to get
his law degree. If you saw John
now, you would never know
what happened to him. He
even came back as an assistant
hockey coach for a year. As I
said, it was the low point and
high point all wrapped up in
one individual.
So after 46 years at Suffolk,
what comes next? Well, I’ll
be here until August to help
with the transition. I want
to make sure that whoever is
my successor gets everything
they need. Sometimes it’s hard
to think of what comes next
because each day is an incred
ibly exhilarating and active one.
I’m thankful for having been
blessed with good health. It’s
my hope—and I have spoken
to [College of Arts & Sciences]
Dean [Kenneth] Greenberg—to
continue my course that I teach
on the history of sport and the
history of the Olympic games.
I teach that in the fall, and it’s
the history of football, soccer,
and the Olympic games, and
in the spring, it’s the history
of basketball, baseball, and the
[Boston] Marathon. I’ll also be
adding a segment on the his
toric athletic statues of Boston,
Massachusetts and the New
England area. Maybe, in that
regard. I’ll reach 50 years here.
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The Envelope,
Please•••
ECLECTIC BACKGROUNDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS MARK
2ND “10 UNDER 10” HONORS.

A del
egate to an interreligious and
intercultural think tank. A
Ph.D. candidate in the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine. These are among
this year’s esteemed “10 Under
10” honorees. This award
recognizes alumni who have
graduated from the University
within the last decade and
achieved professional success,
had an impact in their com
munities, or have been loyal
supporters of the University.

A BROADWAY ACTOR.

Sarah KrullAbe BS '07
Ph.D. Candidate, University of Tokyo

Abe joined a group of doctors, stu
dents, and volunteers in Fukushima,
Japan to assist with health checks
after that nation’s triple disaster
in 2011—earthquake, tsunami, and
nuclear meltdown.
Lenka Bcnova BSBA ’02
Ph.D. Candidate, London School of
Hygiene and Tropicai Medicine

Benova Joined Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without Borders) and
worked as a coordinator in Nigeria,
the Occupied Palestinian Territories,
and South Sudan.
Ryan Bernier BS '04
Resident Director, The Second City

Bernier’s award-winning directing
credits include all three of the Second
City national touring companies.
During his time at Suffolk, he helped
found the improv comedy ensemble
Seriously Bent.
Jill Garzik BFA '06
Interior Designer, Perkins Eastman

Garzik’s work includes Suffolk’s own
Cafe 73, and she received the 2011

On Aprii 4,20i3, the 2nd annual “10 Under
10” Awards were held at the Rosalie K.
Stahl Building. Clockwise, from top.
Annika Khan; Shaun P. Stimpson; Mark
Mackin; Kristofer Stokes: and Jill Garzik.
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AIA New England Awards Special
Citation for Excellence in Architec
ture for the Carl J. and Ruth Shapiro
Ambulatory Care Center at Boston
Medical Center.
Annika Khan BSBA'09
Managing Partner, Custom Stitch, LLC

In October 2011, Khan, along with her
sister, purchased Custom Stitch, a
Wilmington, MA company founded in
1989 that specializes in customizing
clothing, from embroidery and screen
printing to tailoring and dry cleaning.
Mohammed Khashaan BSBA '12
Delegate, King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
International Centre for Interreligious
and Intercultural Dialogue

On his Arabic-language blog,
khashaan.com, Khashaan has been
focused on events in the Middle East
with worldwide implications, such as
the ongoing repercussions of the Arab
Spring and its effects on Arab youth.
Mark Mackin BS '08
Lead Radiation Therapist,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Mackin has worked as a clinical men
tor for Suffolk students in the radiation
biology program during their intern
ships at Dana Farber Cancer Institute
and Brigham & Women’s Hospital.
Jonathan Orsini BS ’07
Actor, The Nance

Orsini recently received rave reviews
opposite two-time Tony winner Na
than Lane in Douglas Carter Beane’s
new Broadway play.
Shaun P. Stimpson BSBA '05
Business Development Manager,
Morgan Stanley

Stimpson has been an alumni speaker
at Suffolk’s Undergraduate Admission/
Spring Showcase, has participated
in several finance department career
fairs, and has been a member of the
Summa Society for the past two years.
Kristofer Stakes BS '05
Content Producer, ESPN;
MBA candidate, University of
Connecticut School of Business

Stokes has worked on such highprofile programs as College GameDay
and Monday Night Football.

photographs by MICHAEL J. CLARKE

Thinking Small,
Living Large
NESAD STUDENTS CUSTOMIZE MINI URBAN DWELLINGS.
“we have a word for micro

housing in New York,” Suffolk
University President (and
former Manhattan denizen)
James McCarthy told the
crowd in his opening remarks
at Boston’s Modern Theatre.
“It’s called an apartment.”
The topic, “Micro-housing:
Rethinking Urban Living,” was
the third in a series called Build
ing Boston 2030, co-sponsored
by Sawyer Business School and
the Greater Boston Real Estate
Board. The concept behind
these tiny apartments, some as
small as 300 square feet, is to
use highly efficient design to
make urban living accessible to
populations that might other
wise not be able to afford it. In
Boston, it is “a market response
to what the mayor challenged
us all to do,” says panelist Kairos
Shen, director of planning at the
Boston Redevelopment Author
ity. Shen noted that about a third
of residents are 21 to 34 years
old, a group the city hopes to
retain post-college. Kelly Saito,
president of the Gerding Edlen
real estate firm and another
panel member, believes “the key

is the location,” citing access
to public transportation and
employers among the benefits of
these relatively affordable apart
ments. “We think it’s a necessi
ty,” said panelist Michael Glass,
a human resources specialist
with Vertex Pharmaceuticals.
Panelist and architect/urban
designer Tamara Roy, senior
associate principal at ADD Inc.,
said, “This feels so much bigger
than 300 square feet,” a point
underscored by a walk-through
of a full-scale model constructed
at the Modern.
Price and amenities are
important, “but also lifestyle,”
added the final panelist, Karen
Clarke, program co-director
of interior design at the New
England School of Art & Design
(NESAD). Eight NESAD stu
dents, Sonya Randell ’13, Shahrzad Abtahi ’14, Rebecca Rivers
’13, Lindsay Bach ’14, Hisham
El Bassiouni ’13, Vandana
Sharma ’13, Tzesika Iliovits
’14, and Yishuan Wu ’13, were
challenged with the question,
“How can we live better in less
space?” They responded by cre
ating four prototype styles for

Clockwise, from bottom left, a model
of a micro-housing building; samplo units.
The Greater; The Hunter; The Spirited.

“a personal space that, despite
its smaller size, doesn’t feel like
a compromise.” The first, “Spir
ited,” boasts 10-foot ceilings
and sustainable refurbished
furniture to create a stylish
interior. “Creator” provides “a
blank canvas” for “an intellec
tual, an artist, a nonconformist”
to design a space reflecting “the
character, aesthetic, and crea
tivity of its resident.” For those
who have “graduated from their

master’s program and from
their IKEA furniture set” to
something more refined, “The
Hunter” features “premium fin
ishes, natural light, integrated
technology, and clean, modern
lines.” And for those who are
“city-proud” with “sophisti
cated taste” and the desire to
live “within a small footprint,”
there is “Eco-Cosmopolitan.”
Working with NESAD Associ
ate Professor Anna Gitelman,
the student designers’ interpre
tations make micro-housing as
desirable as it is attainable.

ST. PATRICK’S SURPRISE
SECRETS OF THE EMERALD ISLE REVEALED IN “A CELEBRATION OF IRELAND.”
The skinny on the patron saint of Ireiand? He was neither Irish nor the nation's first Christian. According

to Dublin native and Suffolk
Economics Professor Jonathan Haughton, St. Patrick was actually from Cumbria, in northwest England. Along with fascinating facts,
Haughton shared “enough surprises for even the most jaded Celt-o-phile” at “A Celebration of Ireland,” an Alumni Association event on
March 5 at Ned Devine’s Irish Pub in Boston's Faneuil Hall. A social hour was followed by Haughton’s lively PowerPoint tour, which flowed
from the historical to the hysterical. Who knew that Europe's finest Japanese garden is located in Kildare; that the Irish Wolfhound is
the tallest breed of dog; or that the nation's capital has “the fastest growing population in the world because It's always ... dub-lin”?
(That last reference, we assume, was getting a jump not only on St. Patrick’s Day, but on April Fools as well.)
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Ramblings AskaPro
Careese Peters '14 speaks
with Celin Beavan, author of

No Impact Man.

What would you say are the
most important initiatives
for an urban college student
to try to adopt? People want
to be the authors of their own
actions. So for that reason, I
don’t give lists. Instead, I ask:
“What are you passionate
about?” If you care most about
good, clean, free drinking
water, then avoid bottled water.
If you care about the treatment
of animals, then be vegetarian.
If you are good at organizing,
then organize a group. If you
love riding bikes, then help
people get off their cars. What
ever you do, work with others.
We need to work together to
help this suffering world.

No-lmpact Man
Makes Big
Impression
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST CAREESE PETERS ’14 IS FOLLOWING
IN COLIN BEAVAN’S (SMALL) FOOTPRINT.

Carcesc Peters 14, a sociology major with
a minor in environmental studies, received a copy of the book No Im
pact Man from her boyfriend for Valentine’s Day. “It just really made
me think about my living situation in an urban place and what I could
do to make a difference in the world while also making less of an
impact on our planet,” Peters says. The book’s author, Colin Beavan,
has been called “one of the ten most influential men” by MSN and an
“eco-illuminator” by Elle magazine, and his blog (noimpactman.typepad.com) was touted as one of the top environmental blogs by Time
magazine. Peters, a Woodstock, Connecticut native who was intro
duced to Suffolk by her uncle (English professor Quentin Miller) and
calls it “a perfect fit,” first became environmentally aware in middle
school, working on an organic farm, and calls Beavan “a hero of mine.”
SAM gave Peters the opportunity to ask Beavan three questions.
A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO,
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As one of[the] Univer
sity’s “Eco-Reps,” my role on
campus is to try to engage
students in sustainability
initiatives and host events
where they can learn more
about sustainability. We have
a goodfollowing ofstudents,
but I would love to appeal to
a broader audience within
our University. I was wonder
ing what sort ofadvice you
havefor getting more people
involved on campus. There is
a lovely story from the Vietnam
War era. A peace activist gets
on a plane and sits down. He
gets talking to his neighbor.
“What do you do?” he asks.
“I’m a dairy farmer. What
about you?”
The peace activist explains
his work. The dairy farmer says
he admires the peace activist but
that the war is necessary. The
peace activist tells him about
the dying children, the soldier,
the burnt forests, but the dairy
farmer is unmoved. Finally, the
peace activist happens to men

tion the slaughter of livestock.
“Wait a minute,” the farmer
shouts, “those bastards kill the
cows!”
I love this story because it
points to the fact that we must
persuade people by seeing
things from their point of view.
Figure out what the people on
campus care about, and then
give it to them in the form of
environmentalism.
I have recently been taking
more classes that have made
me aware ofthe environmen
tal issues surrounding race.
Environmentaljustice is
becoming more and more of
a passion ofmine, and I was
wondering how you interpret
the issue ofrace in the envi
ronmental issue. Years ago,
[former White House advisor]
Van Jones used to work both on
keeping youth out of jail and on
environmental issues. Someone
asked him what the connec
tion was. He said something
like, “How surprising is it that
a society willing to trash its
young people will also trash its
planet?” From the perspective
of the have-nots, ask any New
York City or New Orleans citi
zen who suffered most during
hurricanes Katrina and Sandy.
Ask, who lives in the areas with
the worst air? Who has the
worst drinking water?
Meanwhile, the budget we
use to fight for the foreign oil
that powers climate change
could be used for education,
social housing, etc., etc. The
issues are not separate. From
the perspective of the haves (as
opposed to the have-nots), the
question is how do we use our
privilege in order to help those
who are not so privileged.

Suffolk president James McCarthy
joins Service Day participants.

ACT TWO
GRADUATES RETURN
TO SERVICE.

To Michael Gesualdi BSBA ’12,
whose fraternity Sigma Alpha
Epsilon logged one of the highest
totals of service hours of any
University organization, participat
ing in Service Day, sponsored by
Suffolk's Organization to Uplift
Lives through Service (S.O.U.L.S.),
seemed a natural way to continue
his dedication to the University and
the Boston community. “I was more
than excited to bring back some
thing that I have been missing the
past few months,” says Gesualdi,
who is now working on a master's
in taxation at the University.
For the first time in the annual
event's 16-year history, Suffolk
alumni were encouraged to volun
teer along with students, faculty,
and staff at Boston-area com
munity agencies. One of 26 alumni
to participate, Gesualdi chose the
Greater Boston Food Bank. Other
participating agencies included the
Boston Living Center, a resource
center for those with HIV/AIDS;
Cradles to Crayons, which helps
children in homeless or low-income
living situations; Boston Health
Care for the Homeless Program; and
Rosie's Place, a sanctuary for poor
and homeless women.
Ana Vargas BS '12 chose Com
munity Servings, a food and nutri
tion program for people with critical
and chronic illnesses. Vargas said
she would encourage other alumni
to join Service Day because "it
allows them to reconnect with both
the Boston and Suffolk" communi
ties in a meaningful way.
An administrative director of
medical staff at Boston's Shriners Hospitals for Children, Karen
Meader MBA '01 selected Cradles
to Crayons. Volunteering, she
says, provided an opportunity to
“contribute to changing the lives of
children in our community.”
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classroom complex

Building
the Future
NEW CLASSROOM CENTER TO LEAD
CAMPUS TRANSFORMATION.
IN A DRAMATIC ADVANCEMENT for the Uni
versity, Suffolk will build a $62 million class
room complex at 20 Somerset Street, shifting
all academic classrooms from the residential
part of Beacon Hill.
“We are building on our history of access
to opportunity, we are building curriculum
around our place in Boston, we are building on
our heritage as a career-focused institution, we
are building alumni engagement, we are build
ing on our ability to use technology, and we are
building literally,” said Suffolk President James
McCarthy during his inaugural address. “This
new facility, scheduled to open at the beginning
of the 2015 academic year, will be a tremen
dous addition to our academic footprint. The

long-vacant building that now sits on the site
will be replaced by a state-of-the-art academic
building that will contain 1,200 general-use and
science classroom seats.”
In addition to classrooms, the new facility
will include a cafeteria that can also be used as
a function space for the University. The eightstory, 112,000-square foot edifice, designed
by the Boston architectural firm NBB J, will
replace the Fenton and Ridgeway buildings,
which Suffolk plans to sell. Classes currently
held in the Archer and Donahue buildings
will be moved to the new building, easing the
student traffic that has long been a bone of
contention for Beacon Hill residents.
“That fulfills a commitment in our institu
tional master plan,” McCarthy said. “It’s a good
move for Suffolk, and it’s a good move for our
Beacon Hill neighbors.” The site will also offer
a first for the University—its own outdoor space
on the adjacent Roemer Plaza, which will be
open to both students and residents.

FOR THE RECORD
SUFFOLK WOMEN’S BASKETBALL COACH PICKS UP SIXTH TITLE.

For the sixth time, the Great Northeast Athletic Conference has named Suffolk Women’s
Basketball Head Coach Ed Leyden as its Women’s Basketbali Coach of the Year. Leyden’s
GNAC recognition caps a year of accompiishments. in 20l2-i3, Leyden steered the Rams to
a 21-7 record, setting a new mark for the most wins in a season by a Suffoik basketbaii team,
in January, the coach notched his 300th collegiate career win, and was haiied as Coach of
the Year by the University’s Student Government Association. Since taking the helm in 1994,
Leyden’s teams have notched 298 wins, averaging i5 victories per season.
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Mike Ciiiiis MPA 03.
executive directer of the
Cannonball Foundation

Play It Forward
FIVE PROGRESSIVE STRATEGIES FROM MIKE GINNS MPA ’03
TO TURN THE COACH INTO A FAN.

learned
the story of Will “Cannonball”
Jackman, a pitcher in the Negro
Leagues from 1925 to 1942, he
was inspired to create an exhib
it that would “highlight him as
a person of critical importance
in the fabric of sports history in
Boston and New England.” Yet
he also wanted Jackman’s “spir
it of competitiveness, love for
baseball, and passion for com
munity to live on in an active
and real sense.” Ginns designed
The Cannonball Prospects
program “to help those kids
who are good baseball players,
committed students, and want
to give back to their communi
ties” by providing opportunities
WHEN MIKE GINNS
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on and off the field, including
assistance in achieving a col
lege education. But Ginns also
wanted young people who ben
efit from the program to earn
their support, so he requires
they volunteer for organizations
such as Miracle League and
Special Olympics.
The “pay it forward” con
cept is one Ginns knows from
personal experience. While
attending Suffolk, he was
nominated for the Presidential
Management Fellows Program
by the faculty of the Public
Management Department
(now the Institute for Public
Service). “This allowed me to
get into the federal government
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and exposed me to various
programs and agencies looking
to hire graduates [wanting]
to dedicate themselves to a
public service career,” Ginns
explains. This experience led to
his present job in public policy
and statistical analysis with the
Administration for Children
and Families at the Department
of Health and Human Services
(HHS). “I use all the skills and
knowledge I obtained with
my Suffolk degree both at The
Cannonball Foundation and at
HHS,” he says. “The professors
and courses I took provided
me with a broad foundation
on how to look at government
and nonprofit institutions and
ask the tough questions. They
encouraged me to do my own
analysis and draw my own
conclusions before passing
judgment or making important

decisions.” Here, Ginns pro
vides a perspective for parents
who want to help their player
develop strategic skills.
I. Play the Field A utility player is
invaluable to every coach. Teach
your child to play multiple positions
for maximum versatility.
2. Ace the Basics Encourage your
player to go for ground balls from
different angles, hit the hall to all
fields, and brush up on basic skills.
3. Don’t Wait... Anticipate Teach,
learn, and practice situational
baseball, stressing the importance
of knowing what to do if the ball is
hit to each possible position.
4. Quick! Study! Smart base run
ning means more than speed.
Those who have analyzed the
defense and know the situation are
best on the basepaths.
5. Scout Out Your Coach Keenly
observe the particular baseball
skills your coach prioritizes and the
parts of the game they believe are
important in a player’s develop
ment. ginns.cannonball@gmail.com

photographby MICHAEL J. CLARKE

Time Capsule

WELCOME
TO
, ,
BEAN(IE)TOWN

m

The national tradition of
freshmen wearing a beanie
in their school’s colors dur
ing their first semester to
distinguish them from upper
classmen was observed
at Suffolk from the 1920s
until around 1968. Accord
ing to Moakley Archive and
Institute University Records
Manager Michael P. Dello
lacono, Suffolk students
added their own twist with a
Beanie Dance in the 1950s.

ON CAMPUS in '58
Suffolk earns a place in the
Congressional Record.

1956 Olympic gold medal
winner Charles Jenkins enrolls
at Suffolk Law School.
Drama Club presents Agatha
Christie’s Ten Little Indians.
Suffolk junior Tommy Thibeault
competes in National Amateur
Boxing Championship at the
Boston Garden.
OFF CAMPUS in ’58
Religion: Pope John XXIII
succeeds Pope Pius XII.
Politics; Ted Kennedy and
Virginia Joan Bennett marry.
Entertainment; The Jim Henson
Company is founded.
Food; Instant noodles invented.

BUT SERIOUSLY...
SUFFOLK COMICS MAKE THE FINAL FOUR IN FIFTH TRIP TO SECOND CITY.

Seriously Bent, Suffolk’s acclaimed comedy troupe, placed fourth this spring in the College Improv Tournament’s
National Championship. It was Seriously Bent’s fifth trip in six years to Chicago to vie for collegiate comedic
superiority. Sixteen improv groups competed in the intense one-day contest, and Suffolk's team made it to the
final four. “I thought we executed our structure very well and we had some really funny scenes," said Anthony
Passafiume BS '07, who is Seriously Bent’s coach and a former member. Amanda Stone, a junior, said, “We work
really well together. We’re more like a family than an improv group. There are times when we just give each other
a look and play off of that. The entire experience in Chicago was well organized and a lot of fun.”
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BIOLOGY MAJOR JENNIFER
ROYS'14 HAS BASKETBALL
INHERONAANOONE
NUMBER ON HER MIND.
BY RENEE GRAHAM
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK WILSON
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Student File Jennifer Ruys'14

’14 SCORED HER
1,000th career point for the Suffolk Univer
sity women’s basketball team earlier this
year, it marked the fulfillment of a lofty goal
she had set during her freshman year.
“I knew it was something I wanted to
do, so I worked hard to get it,” says Ruys,
who became only the second basket
ball player in the University’s history to
achieve that milestone as a junior. “Going
into the game, I was trying not to think
about it, but [Head] Coach [Ed Leyden]
mentioned it during practice. I didn’t want
to think about it; I just wanted to concen
trate on winning.”
Putting the team ahead of personal goals
has helped Ruys, 20, become a standout on
the team, which finished the 2012-13 season
with a 21-7 record, setting the University’s
mark for wins in a season by a basketball
team. Ruys, a 6-foot forward who averaged
nearly 16 points per game, was also selected
as a Great Northeast Atlantic Conference
First Team player for the first time in her
collegiate career.
“On the base level, she’s just a very, very
good basketball player,” says Leyden, who
has coached Suffolk women’s basketball
for 19 years. “She’s a very good shooter,
and that doesn’t happen by accident. She’s
someone who after a two-hour practice
will shoot for another hour. She puts a lot
of time into basketball, and I think she sees
that as a huge release because she’s also a
very serious student. I think she sees the
two hours of running and sweating and be
ing with people who share a real passion as
a release that balances her.”
For all intents and purposes, Ruys, who
hails from Wallingford, Connecticut, was
born with a basketball in her hands. “We
have a picture in my house of me at less
than a year old holding a basketball that’s
bigger than me,” she says with a laugh. Her
father, Rob, now an assistant basketball
coach at Ruys’s old high school, used to take
his daughter and her brother to his men’s
league games. “She started playing organ
ized [basketball] at age 7, and I coached
most of her teams until she got to high
school,” Rob Ruys says. “I think she always
WHEN JENNIFER RUYS
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enjoyed basketball but did it more for me
than for herself when she was young. At age
12 or 13 she...became interested in seeing
just how good she could be.”
ONCE THE HALF COURT IN THE RUYS’S

driveway was transformed into a full court,
the house became a magnet for hoopslovlng neighborhood boys. “Every day in
the summer I was outside with the boys,”
Ruys says. “It always kept it fun. I could play

competitively in AAU [Amateur Athletic
Union], but then I could play games with my
neighbors and just have fun.”
Leyden first saw Ruys play during a
recruiting trip to an AAU tournament in
Albany, N.Y., when Ruys was a high school
student, and he was determined to bring
the “tall girl who was an exceptional
shooter” to Suffolk. He sent Ruys informa
tion about the University and later invited
Ruys and her parents to Boston to tour the
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cares about us as people. It’s really comfort
ing to know he has your back and that he’ll
do almost anything for us.” Team camara
derie is also a hig plus for Ruys. “We spend
a lot of time together, but it never gets old.
They’re my best friends.”
Over the years, more than Ruys’s bas
ketball skills have impressed Leyden. “For
someone like me who has been a lifelong
teacher, she gives me a lot of hope for the
future. This is one of the most exceptional
kids I’ve come across.”
“When we visited Suffolk during the
recruiting process, I told Coach Leyden that
only the tip of the iceberg had been seen so
far with Jen,” says Rob Ruys, who attends
10 to 12 Suffolk games per season. “For her
to do what she has done in three years is a
credit to her and her coaches.”
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IF HER FATHER INFLUENCED HER LOVE
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school. “I still remember when she said she
was going to come to Suffolk. There were
a number of other schools and coaches that
were chasing her, and when she called me,
I was on cloud nine. I was so excited.”
For Ruys, coming to Suffolk “couldn’t
have worked out better,” she says. One of the
most positive aspects has been her relation
ship with Leyden, who, she says, sets the
tone for the team. “He’s been really helpful
for me. He’s a great coach, but he really

of basketball, then Ruys’s mother, a nurse,
inspired her daughter’s major at Suffolk. A
self-described “huge science nerd,” Ruys
is working toward her degree in biology. “I
knew I wanted to go into medicine or sports
medicine. Biology was just the way to go
because I just love how the human body
works,” she says.
After graduation next year, Ruys hopes
to enroll in a graduate program for athletic
training and physical therapy. Wherever
she goes, basketball “will always be there.”
“I’d really like to get into a women’s
league or a coed league,” Ruys says. “I’d re
ally love to coach. I talk to my dad nonstop
about coaching drills and practice. Whether
I’m playing or coaching, [basketball] is defi
nitely going to be a part of my life.”

Last Book Read: The Man Watching: Anson Dorrance and the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer
Dynasty by Tim Brothers Last CD/MP3 Purchased: Two Biack Cadillacs, Carrie Underwood Favorite “Only
in Bosten” Experience: “The environment at Fenway Park during a Red Sox game. There’s no place like it.”
Where She Would Like to Be in Five Years: "Ideally, I’d like to be an athletic trainer for a Division I or pro
team.” Words to Live By: "Failure to prepare is preparing to fail,” from legendary UCLA basketball coach
John Wooden. “It was something my dad etched in the driveway when we were younger, and it’s something
I’ve always carried with me.” Role Model: “My parents. They’re just really strong people who taught me the
importance of hard work, compassion, and finding the joys in life every day.”
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Education program

Faculty File Tryan L. McMickens MEd '07, Assistant Professor, Administration of Higher Education Program

One for All
TO TACKLE THE BIG ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION, TRYAN L. MCMICKENS SOLICITS
PARTICIPATION FROM THE NEXT GENERATION OF ITS LEADERS. BY SAM TREMONT

to avoid taking
a course with Tryan McMickens if you’re not
an avid reader. “What is a verbatim quote that
stood out for you?” he asks the eight students
of the assigned text for tonight’s three-hour
class. Far from nonplussed, they are chomp
ing at the bit. Then again, these are the higher
education administrators of tomorrow.
Each class starts with students sharing
a news story from the past week that has
been trending in the world of higher edu
cation. A woman raises a series of racial
incidents at Oberlin College. “I couldn’t
believe it,” she says. “I was in shock.” An
other student adds that “hopefully people
will learn from the discussions taking
place.” McMickens watches an animated
dialogue unfold before finally interjecting,
“As administrators, we have to come up
with ways to respond to [racism]. What are
our roles?” The dynamic is less like a class
than an educational roundtable compris
ing a well-informed and passionate group
of professionals.
“Professor McMickens generally re
jects the traditional model of lecturing,”
explains Nicholas Jordan Kaempf ’14. “He
tries to break down barriers between a
professor and the students and encourages
students to contribute their own knowl
edge to class discussions.”
After the students review the week’s top
stories, McMickens divides the class into
work groups, each assigned to cover a dif
ferent chapter of the reading for tonight’s
you’d probably do best

photograph by MARK OSTOW

topic, big-time college sports. Most students
have highlighted wide swaths of text with
memorable ideas and talking points. The
group conversations are just as lively as the
classroom discussion. The class reconvenes
to tackle some big questions: What effect
does the emphasis on athletics have on a
university’s academic climate? Should there
be a spending cap on athletics programs?
A look at the syllabus for the course re
veals similarly challenging themes; college
cost, financial aid, and affordability; student
mental health, suicide, and shootings; race
and racism on college campuses.
“He will combine presentations, class
discussions, papers, group work/in-class
exercises, and course readings to convey
the particular week’s topics,” says Alicia
Vinal ’13, “and he expects his students to be
prepared to bring questions, ideas, critiques,
criticisms, etc. to the table. The learning
process is not one-sided in his courses!”
McMickens influences the collegial,
professional tone not only of the course but
of the program. He is involved in the admis
sions process with most of the students for
the Administration of Higher Education
(AHE) program, so he has a hand in shap
ing its composition. “I am particularly look
ing for students who are curious, conscien
tious, and willing to make a meaningful
contribution to the evolving field of higher
education,” he says. The 40 to 50 AHE
students learn about research, finances,
organization, and legal matters of higher

Course Critical issues in Higher Education

education, and, says McMickens, they
receive “individualized learning, teaching,
and research opportunities.”
Growing up in a working-class household
in Canton, Georgia, a suburb of Atlanta,
McMickens was a first-generation college
graduate. Yet, he says, his family and com
munity “encouraged me to pursue a higher
education at a very early age.” His favorite
teacher at the predominantly white public
high school he attended dealt him a “huge
blow” when she recommended he not con
sider a historically black college. “She told
me those schools would not be the best fit
for me because those schools are not the best
schools,” he told U.S. News & World Report
for its special 2007 edition, “The Crossroads
of History: America’s Best Black Colleges.”
However, McMickens chose Tuskegee
University, a historically black college, for
his undergraduate degree. He then fol
lowed his partner (now wife) to Boston so
she could pursue her education. Here, he
found the AHE program at Suffolk a good
fit for his future goals. McMickens received
a master’s degree and completed a doctoral
program at the University of Pennsylvania.
“My original goal for pursuing degrees
in higher education was to become presi
dent of a university,” McMickens recalls.
“Although I am not still interested in a
senior academic and/or administrative po
sition, I am finding that the creation of new
knowledge is very fulfilling, and teaching is
paramount to addressing many of the sali
ent issues in American higher education.”
McMickens’ decision to affect education
at the grassroots level, in the classroom, can
be seen in the students he selects for the pro
gram, the teaching style he models for them,
and, yes, the work ethic he instills in them.
The course “requires a lot of reading and
time spent working on the material outside
the classroom, but it all comes in handy when
you are participating in class discussions,”
says Caitl5m Connerty ’14. “You can tell he
truly cares about what his students are learn
ing and wants to push them to be the best
that they can in this field. It’s a challenging
teaching style, but it’s definitely effective and
makes you want to do well in the course.” O
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Santos in his office with son Joei; opposite page, Santos heips his grandson Jarred with training
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One entire wall is covered with photos of
Santos and celebrities: Bo Derek, Chevy
Chase, Burt Reynolds, Bob Hope, and hey,
is that Michael Douglas wearing...a gar
bage bag? The photos are from the 1980s
when Santos was on the Nevada State
Athletic Commission (NSAC) and attended
parties hosted by flamboyant boxing pro
moter Don King.
“It was raining cats and dogs,” Santos ex
plains of the Douglas photo, taken at a Las Ve
gas fight. “So they were selling garbage bags.”
At 81, Santos BA ’58, JD ’60 serves as a
professional boxing judge while maintain
ing a full-time law practice.
“He doesn’t slow down,” his 38-year-old
son, Cory, says.
Tonight, Santos is judging a team com
petition, the Italians versus the Americans.
Seated ringside, dressed in a pinstripe suit
and red tie, he looks robust, even next to the
limber young boxers. The bell rings for the
final round of the first fight. As the boxers
dance around, Santos never takes his gaze
off them. A drunken man yells, “Knock the
tattoos right off him!” The Italian partisans
scream for their guy. Santos tunes it all out.
When the bout is over, Santos hands his
scorecard to the referee with the gravity of a
Supreme Court justice voting in a landmark
case. Like the other two judges, Santos calls
this fight for the American.
Santos, known for his gentle demeanor,
seems like the last person who would love
boxing. He prays every morning, attends
Mass every Sunday, devotes time to pro
bono law work, and doesn’t drink or smoke.
Vic Drakulich, a boxing referee fi-om Reno,
has never heard Santos utter a swear word.
“In this occupation that’s pretty rare,” Dra
kulich says. “He has total class.”
Sister Judith Fogassy is a Hungarian
refugee whom Santos helped become a
United States citizen. Santos frequently
gives pro bono legal advice to Fogassy and
her fellow nuns of the Society Devoted to
the Sacred Heart.
“Because he gives that extra touch of hu
man kindness, it staggered me that he’s in
volved with boxing,” Fogassy says. “Because
it sounds like such a violent sport.”
Santos, however, appreciates the skill
involved in a sport many call the “sweet
science.” When he watches a boxer who has
mastered this science—like Sugar Ray Rob-

inson or Muhammad Ali—it’s “like watching
a great artist perform.”
“Boxers don’t go into the ring just to
mindlessly punch each other,” Santos
continues. “They’re always thinking in the
ring. It certainly is a form of art, just like
watching a ballet or good opera. It’s not easy
to make someone miss a punch and then
within a split second move your body in the
position to counterpunch your opponent.”
Santos also believes in the sport’s ability
to provide the average person, whom Santos
calls “the little guy,” with a real chance to
make it big—a story not unlike his own.

THE BIG INJUSTICE
Santos’ quest to fight for the “little guy” began
at 11 years old, when he lived on his parents’
small Connecticut farm with his two brothers
and four sisters. One night, his father was
returning home from a fishing trip when the
vehicle he was a passenger in rounded a blind

curve and crashed into a jackknifed semi.
Santos’ father flew through the windshield.
He survived but required surgical staples in
his face. “At that time you didn’t sue much,”
Santos says. “I saw the big injustice of him not
being compensated for the truck almost kill
ing him. I figured if somebody hurt somebody,
they should have to pay for it.” His father, an
immigrant from the Azores Islands, was a
factory worker and farmer. The accident cost
him wages while he recovered.
When Santos was in high school, his
friend’s father bought the first television in
town. Santos visited his friend’s house to
watch Classic Fights, which rebroadcast the
legendary matches of fighters like Rocky
Marciano and Joe Louis.
“I remember the excitement that you
could see in the spectators’ faces,” Santos
says. “I didn’t have any money to go to the
fights, but I always said, I wish I could be
part of that and watch the fights fi-om the

spectators’ viewpoint. I was impressed with
the lightweights, the featherweights, and
the middleweights. They were fast! When
[featherweight] Willie Pep threw a punch,
sometimes you couldn’t even see it.”
After high school, Santos enlisted in the
Navy to see the world. Honorably discharged
four years later, he remembered his father’s
car accident and decided a law degree would
help him seek justice for the average person.
A Boston attorney and family friend sug
gested his alma mater, Suffolk University.
Santos almost didn’t survive his sopho
more year at Suffolk. In March 1956, Santos
and his roommate, awakened by the sound
of their landlord’s barking dog, found
the third floor of their five-story building
in flames. In pajamas and slippers, they
climbed out a kitchen window, onto the
garage roof, and scrambled to the ground.
Three other residents died. The next
day, Santos returned and found his only
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Santos in his Reno, Nevada, office: memerabiiia from some of the fights he’s judged, right.

remaining possession, a $20 bill. Soaked by
the firefighters’ hoses, it was encased in ice.
“I had to borrow my friend’s notes because
my books burned,” Santos recalls.
As an undergraduate, Santos, a govern
ment major, was a varsity letterman on the
basketball team and a student government
representative. He also helped found the
University’s veterans cluh to connect with
Suffolk’s other 600 vets.
Santos applied the same concentration
to his studies as he now does to judging box
ing. “Every Friday, me and one or two other
guys would go to the Tick Tock Lounge and
party, but not Herb,” says Joe Sasso JD ’60.
“Herb studied hard.”
After Santos passed the bar, Boston law
firms offered him $50 per week or less. His
torts professor suggested Santos become a
Judge Advocate General in the military. He
followed the advice, and after completing
officer’s school at Lackland Air Force Base
in Texas, he moved to Stead Air Force Base
near Reno. His professor’s suggestion indi
rectly brought Santos to the state consid
ered the world’s boxing capital.
Before leaving for Texas, he went on a
blind date with a Catholic nurse named
Jeannette Galipo, who worked at a chil
dren’s hospital in Connecticut.
“Jeannette loved children and she was
always talking about the children at the
hospital,” Santos says. “I figured she must
have a good heart.”
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Santos and Galipo had three dates before
he left for Texas and Nevada, but they wrote
to each other every day for nearly two years.
Finally, Santos sent her a letter with an
engagement ring and the words, “Will you
marry me?” They wed in 1962, and Jean
nette joined Santos in Nevada.
After four years, he left the Air Force and
worked as a deputy city attorney and then
district attorney before opening a private
practice, specializing in criminal, immigra
tion, and family law.
Immigration law wasn’t initially on San
tos’ radar. But when undocumented work
ers visited his office seeking legal advice,
their stories of long hours, low wages, and
dangerous conditions disturbed him.
“The business owners threatened them—
if they didn’t comply with what the business
owners wanted, they would report the
undocumented workers to the immigration
office,” Santos recalls. “I thought this was
immoral, a huge injustice, because it vio
lated their dignity as human beings.” Santos
consulted immigration attorneys and began
reading books on immigration law and stat
utes. Soon, helping immigrants became an
important part of his practice.
One of his most memorable immigration
law cases involved two Chinese refugees
who belonged to the spiritual movement
Falun Gong, which was outlawed in China.
Fearing jail or death, Santos’ clients couldn’t
return home. With Santos representing

them, his clients were able to satisfy immi
gration services’ requirements.
“I hate to see anyone persecuted, and
that’s what they were doing in China,” San
tos says. “When they arrest somebody, they
don’t just put handcuffs on them, they pull
them by the hair and drag them through the
streets. People should have dignity.”
THE LITTLE GUY FROM A SMALL TOWN
In the 1970s, Santos visited a travel agency
owned by Al Montechelle, northern
Nevada’s chief boxing inspector. Santos
mentioned his love of the sport, and Mon
techelle invited him to attend a live match.
“After the fight, Al said, T feel you’re
an honest person, and boxing needs hon
est people,”’ Santos recalls. Montechelle
asked Santos to keep time and count
knockdowns for amateur boxing. Soon,
Montechelle felt Santos was ready to judge
the amateurs, which he did for two years.

“I PRAYEDjrO BE ALLOWED EXCELLENT
CONCENTRATION AND THAT I DO
A GOOD JOB. AND I PRAYED THAT NO
ONE GETS SERIOUSLY HURT.”
Santos started “shadow judging,” sitting
ringside with three licensed judges and
practicing scoring fights. He applied to the
NSAC for a professional judge’s license
and was approved in 1978. Even today,
Santos must attend annual boxing semi
nars where his judging skills are tested.
At the Larry Holmes vs. Earnie Shav
ers match at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas
in 1979, Montechelle offered some advice
about concentration: ignore the trainers
yelling, the corner men screaming, the audi
ence roaring. Since then, Santos has judged
more than 50 title fights, including 18 world
title matches and three world heavyweight
championships. In 2012, the World Boxing
Council (WBC) named Santos one of the top
ring officials of the last SO years.
Many boxing officials consider Santos
one of the sport’s most accurate judges,
but criticism is inevitable. In 1982, he was
chosen to judge the Larry Holmes-Gerry
Cooney fight at Caesars Palace. The day
before the fight, after a member of the Hol
mes camp claimed Santos was too inexperi
enced, Santos was replaced.
“You feel dejected,” Santos says. “But
this happens. Sometimes a promoter or the
sanctioning body [doesn’t] want certain
judges to judge the fight. It’s just part of the
game. You feel bad but you get over it.”
Three years later, the NSAC and WBC
chose him as one of three judges for the
Marvelous Marvin Hagler vs. Thomas
“The Hitman” Hearns fight. A star-studded
audience, including George Burns, Kirk
Douglas, and Eddie Murphy, eagerly an
ticipated the long-awaited match. “Herb
was selected because we graded judges on
an ongoing basis and Herb consistently
graded well,” says Sig Rogich, an NSAC
commissioner at the time. “He was viewed
as a world-class judge.”
Right before the match, Santos recalls,
“I prayed to be allowed excellent concentra

tion and that I do a good job. And I prayed
that no one gets seriously hurt.”
“Hagler came on like a tiger,” Santos
recalls. “Right after he came out he met
Hearns in the middle of the ring and started
pounding. Hearns got some good shots in,
but Hagler just kept on coming after him,
almost chasing him around the ring. The
first round was really close, but Hagler
inflicted the heavier damage. That’s why I
gave him the first round.”
Many boxing aficionados consider that
fight’s first round the best three minutes in
middleweight boxing history. By the end
of the second round, Hearns wobbled on
his feet. Santos and a judge from England
scored the second round for Hagler, while
a California judge went for Hearns. In the
third round, Hagler knocked out Hearns.
“The scene was like the Super Bowl
with all the eyes of the world on this little
arena that held about 15,000 people,” San
tos recalls. “And here I am, the little guy
from a small town, Reno, Nevada, when
they could pick judges from all over the
world. I realized this would be the biggest
fight I would ever judge.”
Later that year, Nevada Governor Rich
ard Bryan appointed Santos to the Nevada
State Athletic Commission. “I wanted to get
a more sophisticated board with business
and legal savvy,” Bryan says, “and Herb
brought that to the commission.”
While Santos was on the NSAC, the
World Boxing Association (WBA) held
boxing matches in South Africa during
apartheid while other sanctioning bodies
had withdrawn fights in protest. Under
pressure, the WBA voted in October 1986
to continue sanctioning South African
fighters but to suspend—rather than ex
pel—South Africa from the organization
until the country abandoned apartheid.
The NSAC commissioners felt this punish
ment was too light.

“To me, the WBA was condoning apart
heid,” says Santos. Three of the commis
sioners voted to discontinue NSAC’s WBA
membership but still allow WBA to hold
fights in Nevada. Santos and Sig Rogich
voted against the measure.
“Sig and I thought if you ban the WBA
membership, how can you justify to yourself to
allow them to have fights here?” Santos says.
Santos completed his term with the
NSAC in 1988 and resumed judging box
ing. Today, he judges fights in the U.S. and
internationally. In Mexico, he is a celebrity.
Mayors invite him to dinners, and boxing
fans take photos with him. Boxing aficio
nados there remember Santos judged the
Hagler-Hearns fight.
Santos’ sons—all attorneys—inherited
their father’s passion for boxing. Joel, 47,
judges and referees amateur events. Herb
Jr., 50, was an inspector for the NSAC
in the 1980s. Cory is a former two-time
Nevada state boxing champion. After Cory
stopped competing in 2009, he and Santos
were the first father-son team to judge a
world championship fight when the pair
scored the 2011 WBC World Female Cham
pionship between Mariana Juarez and
Asami Shikasho in Mexico.
“Since I couldn’t share boxing with my
father, I was able to share it with my son,”
says Santos, whose father died in 1965. “To
me, that was a dream come true.”
Santos’ close relationship with his sons
helped him endure the loss of his wife to
colon cancer in 2007.
“She helped more people than I could
ever think of helping,” says Santos. “I still
talk to her every day.”
Immediately after their mother’s death,
Santos’ sons worried they would soon lose
their dad. However, says Cory, “Dad wasn’t
the one who was complaining and sad and
moping. He was sitting there worried about
the three of us boys. Here’s this man griev
ing deeply the loss of his other [half] and his
concern was with his family.”
Santos still has plenty of fight in him.
He’ll continue judging as long as his vision
is sharp. He wants to break the record for
the oldest boxing judge to score a world
title fight, which he believes is around 92
years old. “Life is like a boxing match,” he
says. “If you keep punching and fighting,
you’ll get through it.”
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Driven by ideal
ism and a passion
for public service,
students like
Aaron Michael
Lumnah ’14,
Mizuho Komatani
’16, and Caroline
McHeffey ’13 are
giving spring
break a whole new
meaning.
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Alternative Spring Break participants Aaron Michael Lumnah. Mizuho Komatani, and Caroiine McHeffey
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IT’S A RAINY MORNING IN
RURAL MAINE, MIDWAY
THROUGH A Week IN MARCH
WHEN MANY COLLEGE
KIDS ACROSS THE NATION
ARE DOWNING MARGARITAS
IN CANCUN.
Twelve Suffolk students are sharing break
fast at a remote house in Passdumkeag
(population 374), preparing for a third day
with elementary and junior high students
at the Penobscot Indian Island Reserva
tion’s community center, 20 miles south on
Indian Island. When the Suffolk students
aren’t playing sports and making crafts
with the children, they’re learning: tradi
tional songs and dances from the kids, the
tribal history of the island, and the complex
environmental and political issues that face
the modern Penobscot people. This is one of
a dozen such trips across the country for a
week of volunteer service projects known as
Alternative Spring Break. ASB is observed
at many campuses, but Suffolk’s Organiza
tion for Uplifting Lives through Service
(S.O.U.L.S.) has organized a particularly ro
bust program. What began with a single trip
to rehab buildings in Exmore, Virginia with
12 students in 1998 has grown to a dozen
trips from Denver to Puerto Rico (see map,
pg. 31) and 142 students this year.
About 10:00 a.m., the students pile into
minivans, drive south down a quiet road
along the banks of the half-frozen river,
and cross the bridge over the Penobscot for
another day of “vacation.”
AARON MICHAEL LUMNAH ’14

On paper, Aaron Michael Lumnah might
not fit the model of a typical college student
devoted to service. A double major in entre
preneurship and marketing from Plainville,
Massachusetts, he is the president of the
Suffolk Entrepreneurship Club and an in
tern for two related tech start-ups in Boston,
Smarterer and Intelligent.ly. Lean, bespecta28

Clockwise, from
below. Komatani in
the recreation center
gym; the Penobscot
River; Lumnah on
amedicino tour
of tribal grounds;
traditional Penobscot
letters decorate the
recreation center
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cled, and engaging, Lumnah has the precise
charisma of an innovator and the tech-sawy
lucidity of his millennial generation. But his
commitment to serving others is no aberra
tion of character. “I didn’t just stumble into
these ASB trips,” he says.
In March 2012, Lumnah traveled to North
Carolina to work on a Habitat for Human
ity project. In January 2013, he went to El
Salvador to work on another Habitat project,
laying the foundation of a house for a young
couple and their four-year-old daughter. He
is co-leader of the Indian Island trip.
“It didn’t take long for me to realize
that Suffolk is loaded with opportunities to
learn about social justice”—a concept that,
he says, addresses “the other side of my

mind.” His goal in taking these trips is to
“bridge worlds” between the high-velocity
ecosystem of the Boston start-up communi
ty and the vast world beyond it. “Coming up
here,” Lumnah says, “reminds me that there
is so much more going on.” Working with
kids, taking time away from the white noise
of online existence, and engaging with
another culture forces him to consider his
place in the world from a different angle.
“Business,” Lumnah says, “should be used
to benefit society. There’s got to be a way to
build something for profit with a social as
pect, with some type of purpose. Something
I can get behind.”
The son of a mother who works in
insurance and a father who is in the jewelry
manufacturing industry, Lumnah, the oldest
of three siblings, was raised in the same
neighborhood where both his parents grew
up. When he graduated from high school,
he had little idea of what he wanted to do
with his life. But while taking a tour of the
Suffolk campus, gazing at the Boston skyline
from the 19th floor of a dorm building, Lum
nah thought, “I have to go here.”

Soon he was deeply involved in the
Suffolk community: he joined the entrepre
neurship club, enrolled in his first service
trip with S.O.U.L.S., and reached out to Sa
rah Hodges, co-founder of Intelligent.ly and
marketing head of Smarterer. Hodges hired
Lumnah over the phone. “He’s a stellar
marketer,” she says. “He’s incredibly crea
tive, the kind of person who can really take
something to the next level, who can grow
something out of nothing.” It didn’t take
long for Hodges to recognize that in Lum
nah she had a serious, passionate worker;
at the launch party for Intelligent.ly, many
of the interns and employees showed up in
sneakers, hoodies, and jeans, the casual at
tire of the young, capable, and hip. Lumnah?
“He was the only guy wearing a suit, and he
was carrying a leather folio under his arm,”
Hodges recalls. “He’s just that kind of per
son who interprets everything as a passion,
no matter what he’s doing.”
This morning on Indian Island, Lum
nah and his fellow Suffolk students meet
with Penobscot tribal historian James Eric
Francis. In his talk, Francis explains the
relationship between storytelling, geogra
phy, and place in the Penobscot’s cultural
consciousness. Afterward, Lumnah stands
with community leader John Neptune in
the middle of the basketball court, next
to a bucket and a mop. They speak briefly,
gesture with their hands, nod in agreement.
Then Lumnah sets off across the gym floor,
pushing the mop ahead of him, encouraging
his fellow Suffolk students to join in. About
three o’clock, a line of kids file into the
community center. A few boys throw down
their backpacks and rush over to Lum
nah. In the last few days, he’s developed a
reputation for giving piggyback rides and
playing with Legos.
“They give me such a different perspec
tive,” Lumnah says of his time working with
the children. “They remind me that not
everything in Boston is as important as I
think it is.”
MIZUHO KOMATANI IB

During a civics class in her sophomore year
of high school in Osaka, Japan, Mizuho
Komatani was shown a photograph depict
ing an emaciated toddler in Sudan, a vulture
waiting in the background. Her teacher
posed a question: What should one do? Help
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the child, or take the picture and tell the
story? Since that day, Komatani has been
trying to make sense of that question.
Part of the answer begins with her first
ASB trip, to Indian Island. “I always want
to know what is going on in the world, and
how can I tell these stories?” she says. In
Osaka, Komatani lives with her parents and
two younger siblings. Her father teaches at
a high school, and her mother stays at home.
Komatani chose to study English because
she wanted “to connect with more peo
ple around the world.” Prior to coming to
Boston, she spent a year in Missouri, living
as an exchange student in a household with
a Brazilian host mother and an American
father, and found herself “fascinated by
the many layers of culture in America.”
On a two-semester exchange from Kyoto’s
Ritsumeikan University, Komatani has
embraced her life at Suffolk with academic
fervor. Her former adviser and professor.
Assistant Director of Undergraduate Advis
ing Peter Palumbo, witnessed this firsthand
in his course Interpersonal Communica
tion. “Mizuho was the kind of student that
would never settle for ‘good enough,’” he
says. In the future, Komatani sees herself
working for a high-visibility ad agency in
Japan. “Creating and telling a message to
others, knowing how to communicate with
people, this is so important,” she says. For
now, though, the hardest thing about being
an ASB volunteer at Indian Island is “speak
ing English all day,” she says. “By the time I
figure out how to say something, the subject
has already changed.”
This ASB trip has given Komatani time
to engage with others in a different way,
to work with people from different back
grounds, and to do what she loves most:
share her culture and learn about the culture
of others. Earlier in the week, she found her
self deeply impressed by the way the chil
dren on Indian Island knew their traditional
songs and dances and were comfortable
performing them in front of strangers. “The
passing of their art down to the next genera
tion is just amazing,” Komatani says. Her
first day working at the community center
fell on the second anniversary of the tsunami
in Japan—an event that Komatani witnessed
on television. “I wanted to do something for
people in Tohoku,” she recalls, “but I lived
far from there, so I could not do anything for
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them except collecting contributions. This
event impacted me a lot and made me think
about others. That became an opportunity to
participate in social services as a volunteer.”
During quiet evenings at the house in
Passadumkeag, several of Komatani’s fellow
ASB volunteers taught her how to weave
friendship bracelets. In exchange, Komatani
taught them how to fold paper cranes. One
of her many goals this week is to produce
1,000 as a group. The cranes are perched
upon shelves, not yet 1,000, but close.

CAROLINE McHEFFEY'13

Before coming to Indian Island, history ma
jor Caroline McHeffey hadn’t spent much
time with kids. Yet the Maine trip was her
first choice among this year’s dozen ASB
options. “I feel strongly about the treatment
of Natives in the US. and I think it is some
what atrocious,” she says. “I chose Maine
because I wanted to learn more about Na
tive American life and what hardships this
particular Nation faces.”
Confident, composed, and self-possessed.

McHeffey admits that “before coming here,
I found kids really intimidating.” But short
ly after arriving at Indian Island and watch
ing the children perform their tribal songs
and dances, she found herself, to some
degree, able to relate. From a family of six
from Center Moriches, New York, McHef
fey was deeply influenced by her father’s
commitment to social justice and commu
nity engagement through the medium of
music. Her father, an amateur musician and
business professor (her mother works at an
insurance agency) “used to just take us to
random places to perform.” At one of the
nightly reflections in Passadumkeag, McH
effey shared with the group that she was
once in a family band called Bees, Trees,
and Me and performed at local zoos and
nursing homes. Her father’s Catholic faith
didn’t always align with her own beliefs,
but the understanding that “God is love”
stuck with her. A religious studies minor,
McHeffey finds that “once you study more
than one religion, it’s hard to only believe
in only one.” But this inclusive worldview
doesn’t alter her belief that “something
guides the universe,” a conviction that she
admits is “very fused” with her motiva
tion to volunteer, to he of service, to spend
a spring break working with children on
Indian Island. “Ultimately, it’s all about love
and compassion,” she says. “I try to make
that drive what I do.”
On campus, McHeffey’s reputation for
working to make the world a better place
precedes her. S.O.U.L.S. Director Caro
lina Garcia says, “She’s so committed: to
women’s issues, to issues of the elderly, the
homeless, through whatever she does, be it

literature, art, history, the nonprofit world.”
Last fall, McHeffey was asked to interview
the residents of a homeless shelter for a
project in which their stories would be
shared for a fundraising event. “What she
wrote about each person was incredible,”
Garcia recalls. At the reception and opening
for the event that several residents attend
ed, Garcia says, “They got here, and they all
wanted to talk to Caroline.”
After participating in an Alternative
Winter Break trip to El Salvador last Janu
ary and taking a literature class on apart
heid in South Africa with Suffolk Univer
sity Associate Professor of English Bryan
Trabold, McHeffey has come to believe
that “service” can be “really tricky.” She
can’t help but ask herself tough questions:
“Does coming here and sweeping some
one’s floor really make a difference?”
Trabold says, “Caroline is a student who
thinks deeply about the world, and who also
feels deeply for those who are facing hard
ships. As cliched as it might sound, she’s
an idealistic young person who genuinely
wants to change the world.”
Yet McHeffey tempers her idealism with
realism. “I used to think I was just going
to save the world, like on TV,” she says.
“People say this all the time, but on ASB you
learn more from the people here than they
learn from you. It’s so humbling. You learn
that you don’t know a lot and, as college
kids, we can’t learn that enough.”
A group of young girls wander into the
g)annasium, dressed in skate shoes and
tapping away at smartphone screens. Two
days ago, McHeffey felt awkward about
introducing herself to these kids. She’s not
sure why, but they never asked her what she
was doing here. “That’s when I decided I
was going to break down some barriers, be
myself, and just see what happens.” Today,
she says, her legs and back are sore “from
playing so much dodgeball and tag.”
OVER THE COURSE OF the next three days,
Lumnah, Komatani, McHeffey, and the
other ASB students will gradually become
more immersed in the daily life of Indian
Island. On Thursday night, they’ll sit courtside with the parents of the children they’ve
spent the week with and cheer on the coed
Indian Island basketball team. They’ll spend
a morning with a storyteller and learn about

SUFFOLK ALTERNATIVE
SPRING BREAK
U.S. DESTINATIONS
Passadumkeag, ME

• Habitat for Humanity
• LGBTQ
> Environmentai
• Community Building

the medicinal plants that grow in the nearby
forests. On Friday, they’ll eat a farewell
lunch with the children and community
leaders—lasagna and Indian tacos made
from moose meat and venison, followed by
cake made from wild blueberries. On Friday
night, at the house in Passadumkeag, they’ll
roast marshmallows over a bonfire and
reminisce about the week. “It was so weird
saying goodbye to people you’re probably
never going to see again,” McHeffey says.
The next morning, the Suffolk students
return to their campus just as the melee of
St. Patrick’s Day celebrations are getting
underway. “What’s going on in this city?”
Komatani asks the other ASB students. Al
ready, the week she’d spent on Indian Island
felt like “an entire life ago.”
Lumnah was recognized as S.O.U.L.S. vol
unteer of the month for March. “There are
so many different kinds of education,” he
says. “Being... with the kids has really rein
forced that for me.” After Suffolk, he’s con
sidering enrolling in City Year, a program
that places recent college grads in inner-city
youth programs. McHeffey, who just gradu
ated, is more wistful about what she’ll do
next: “Maybe move to North Dakota, live on
a farm.” By summer, Komatani will return to
Japan to complete her studies in Kyoto.
Perhaps all of them will remember
the words of James Eric Francis, who, in
explaining the relationship between the
Penobscot people and their sprawling
homeland along the river, told them: “We
are the river. The river is us. We’re always
home, no matter where we go.” O
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WARRIOR
FOR JAVIER KINNEY JD ’04,
SELF-GOVERNANCE DIRECTOR
FOR CALIFORNIA’S LARGEST INDIAN
TRIBE, THE PATH TO SOVEREIGNTY
IS PAVED WITH ASPHALT.

ByDEIDRE PIKE
Photographs by
JON CHRISTOPHER MEYERS
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Javier Kinney
staiidhig amoDgst
the redwoods,
on joint tribal,
state, and federal
land in Redwood
National Park.

s A MEMBER OF CALIFORNIA’S YUROK TRIBE, Javier Kinney was
M
breaking a 300-year-old law when he began attending law school
m
in Boston in 2001. A1675 law banned indigenous people from
K
entering the city unless escorted hy two musketeers.
“I came into the city every day, worked, studied, and enjoyed
my time in Boston,” says Kinney, now director. Office of Self
Governance for the Yurok, California’s largest Indian trihe. “But at the same time, there was a
disconnect. And nohody really thought about it.”
He thought about it, though, about how this antiquated law applied to him.
“It demonstrated the deep-down ignorant consciousness that our society still has with
regard to the treatment of Indian people,” he says.
While a Suffolk student, Kinney co-founded the school’s Native American Law Student
Association (NALSA) chapter, which observed its 10-year anniversary this spring. The threemember chapter has grown to 46 members today. Kinney also hosted a well-attended forum
on Native American sovereignty in 2003 and organized the first Suffolk University Law School
Tribal Conference in 2004.
“Javier really informed the rest of us about issues that tribal communities face,” recalls
fellow law student Nicole Friederichs, practitioner-in-residence at Suffolk’s Indian Law and
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Indigenous Peoples Clinic (see sidebar). The
two were in Suffolk law professor Lorie Gra
ham’s indigenous peoples law class in 2003.
Friederichs lauds the lasting impact of Suf
folk’s NALSA chapter. “If you fast-forward
10 years later, you see how Suffolk’s turned
into this place, right now, where these issues
are being discussed in New England.”
In 2004, the year Kinney received his
law degree from Suffolk, Boston Mayor
Thomas Menino sought the repeal of the
329-year-old ban on unaccompanied indig
enous individuals. Governor Mitt Romney
signed the repeal, calling it an end to a pain
ful chapter in Massachusetts’ history. That’s
the type of conciliatory action for which
Kinney now works.
Kinney manages governmental affairs for
the Yurok, working with local, state, federal,
and international governments to advance
tribal sovereignty. Depending on the day
you catch him, this might mean working
on public safety and health issues with the
county supervisors, the governor’s office, or
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Or he might
be strategizing with neighboring tribes and
private-sector business officials.
“My job is to bring stakeholders togeth
er,” Kinney says. “Sometimes those parties
have been historically adversarial. But we’ve
been successful, during these challenging
political and economic times, in bringing
about more cooperative actions.”
Kinney received a bachelor of arts in his
tory and Native American studies from the
University of California, Davis, his father’s
alma mater, in 1997. His interest in public
policy and international affairs was piqued
when recruiters from Tufts University of
fered him a chance to attend the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy. He received a
master’s there in 2000. His passion for envi
ronmental and indigenous law brought him
to Suffolk, where he studied with Graham,
interned for an attorney representing the
Aquinnah Wampanoag Tribe, and worked as
a research assistant on energy law topics for
Professor Steven Ferrey.
“His general thoughtfulness was beyond
the norm of the typical student,” Ferrey
recalls. “He seemed to have a real sense of
where he was going and why.”
After graduation, Kinney returned to
the West Coast, where he worked as senior
policy analyst for the San Manuel Band of

Self Rule
SUFFOLK LAW SCHOOL
CLINIC HELPS INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE SEEKING
SOVEREIGNTY.

When the Mashpee-Wampanoag Indian
Tribe needed assistance several years ago
in drafting rules for civil procedure in its
tribal court, it enlisted the aid of Suffolk
Law School. The University had already
established its expertise in issues relat
ing to tribal courts and governments.
From that effort was born the Univer
sity’s Indian Law and Indigenous Peoples
Clinic, the only such program east of the
Mississippi serving the legal needs of the
region’s 10 federally recognized tribes.
“We realized there was a need that
wasn’t being served because there
was nothing else like this in this area,’’
says Suffolk University Law School
Professor Lorie Graham, who along
with Jeffrey Pokorak, a law professor
and director of Clinical Programs and
Experiential Learning, founded the
program in 2011 and launched its inau
gural class in spring 2012. “We reached
out to other Indian nations in the area,
who all seemed receptive to the idea
of us working with them.’’
Now Suffolk’s vice provost for
faculty and curriculum, Pokorak says
the clinic serves a vital need for Suffolk
Law students. “There’s a strong urge
on the part of our students to work in
international treaty and international
human rights law contexts,’’ he says.
“But at many law schools, that ends up
with students working on projects in
countries far away. The advantage of
an indigenous peoples clinic is it allows
you to not only use domestic law but to
bring in those international concepts of
human rights, treaties, and other unique
issues you would normally find in the in
ternational arena, while assisting clients
right in your community.”
Nationwide, Indian law classes are
becoming more common law school of
ferings. Questions about Indian law are
showing up on state bar exams. “There’s
a greater need for lawyers to be aware
that tribes are out there, to be aware
that tribes are sovereign nations... that
they have rights to regulate what’s
going on on their land,” says Nicole
Friederichs, the clinic’s practitioner-in
residence. “Not everybody gets that. But
we’re seeing greater awareness.”
In April, so many people registered
for a Suffolk Law luncheon with Profes
sor James Anaya, a University of Arizona
College of Law professor and U.N. special
rapporteur on the rights of indigenous
peoples, an overflow room equipped with
a closed circuit screen was required.
“The question of human rights
is becoming more of a commonplace
language in domestic law,” Pokorak
says. “These things are certainly more
relevant today in the life of a law student.”-REJVEE GRAHAM

Mission Indians, near Los Angeles. When a
position as transportation manager opened
with the Yurok in 2008, Kinney took the
job and moved 11 hours north to Weitchpec,
California, where he’d grown up. Kinney
says his Suffolk experience complemented
his nontraditional approach to problem
solving. Meeting people from all around the
world and from all walks of life in Boston
fueled his insistence on enlisting forces
from outside the tribe.
“Javier made it a point to engage others
who weren’t aware of tribal sovereignty or

A car drives by and Kinney waves to its driver.
Everyone knows everyone in Weitchpec, pop
ulation 150. Strike that number. A single father
of two, Kinney moved his family back here in
2008. “The population sign should say 153,”
he says, smiling. Welcome to Yurok Land, Aiyyu-kwee’ (hello), where Kinney’s extended
family lives on both sides of the rivers.
Home has its challenges.
Unemployment lingers around 80
percent on the upper reservation, near
Weitchpec. Transportation issues com
pound a lack of industry. It’s more than 60

"HE COULD HAVE STAYED ANYWHERE
AND GONE ANYWHERE AND HE WENT
HOME, WHICH SAYS A LOT ABOUT HIM ”
Suffolk University Law Professor Lorie Graham

Eagle feathers at
the Trinity and
Klamath rivers,
marking the
center of the
Yurok universe.

Indian law issues generally,” recalls Graham.
“And always with a smile on his face.”
She says she knew he’d be a success in
any job he chose. “He could have stayed any
where and gone anjfwhere,” she says, “and
he went home, which says a lot about him.”
SMOKE-SIGNAL DAYS

On a bridge, high over the juncture of the
Trinity River wdth the larger Klamath River,
Kinney points to where a pair of eagles nest.

miles to the college town of Areata. It’s a
one-and-a-half-hour drive on twisting, par
tially unpaved Bald Hills Road to the tribe’s
offices and businesses in Klamath. Swaths of
homes don’t have electricity, phone service,
or Internet connectivity. “We’re still living
in smoke-signal days,” Kinney says.
But signs of progress abound. Plans to
build a visitor center and a tribal justice
center are in the works for Klamath. Anoth
er six-mile section of Bald Hills Road was
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“WE’RE GOING TO MOVE FORWARD AND BE
INCLUDED IN ALL DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS
ON AND NEAR THE RESERVATION...THE
SHY INDIAN DOESN’T WORK AROUND HERE.”
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paved recently, and three more miles will be
paved this year. A transit system now serves
the area. Electric lines are being installed.
Kinney helped the tribe negotiate the
reacquisition of22,000 acres of ancestral
land from a timber company. He’s working to
acquire funds for another 24,000 acres. His
role includes economic development, stra
tegic planning, public safety, and legislative
advocacy. With his efforts, roads have been
paved and rickety bridges replaced. The tribe
has joined efforts of farmers, fishermen, and
conservationists in pushing for the removal
of four hydroelectric dams on the Klamath
River in California and Oregon by 2020.
Tribal members also approved the con
struction of a 60-room hotel with an adjoin
ing casino in Klamath. The hotel-casino will
be funded by a $9.6 million portion of a $27.5
million settlement in the Nez Perce v. Salazar
class-action lawsuit, which found the federal
government had mismanaged trust funds
and natural resources of more than 40 tribes.
Kinney was part of the negotiation team. The
hotel-casino will create at least 100 jobs and
provide opportunities for Yurok entrepre
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- the Yurok tribe.

neurs, Kinney says. The goal is to diversify
the tribe’s investment portfolio and become
less dependent on grants and government
funding. Kinney notes the tribe’s busi
nesses—including its fisheries, waterfront
campgrounds, and the Pem-Mey Fuel Mart
in Klamath—now account for only about 10
percent of the Yuroks’ income. That, says
Kinney, needs to change. Self-governance
means self-sufficiency. Given the number of
tourists who come to the redwoods annually,
this dynamic will change, he says.
“We’re remedying these problems now,”
Kinney says. “We’re resolving it. That’s
what sovereignty is about.”
A CONTAGIOUS FIRE

On a snowy March morning, Kinney’s
50-mile drive from Weitchpec to Klamath
takes more than two hours. Four-wheel
drive helps navigating the unpaved portions
of the road.
Reaching his office in the lower reserva
tion, Kinney calls organizers of an elder food
distribution program to warn them about
the road. Kinney’s schedule is packed with

I

conference calls to government officials,
tribal leaders, and consultants. Today, he’s
making tribal council presentations and
working on long-term elder care plans. Man
aging governmental affairs for the Yurok
involves long hours strategizing to advance
tribal sovereignty, he says. He logs plenty of
miles, traveling to Sacramento and Washing
ton, D.C. frequently.
For work, Kinney dons a suit and tie and
pulls his long dark hair back into a ponytail.
He wears designer eyeglasses, a silver brace
let, and his Hoopa High School class ring.
He attended high school on the neighboring
Hoopa reservation, earning county honors
for football and baseball prowess.
“I wasn’t the best, but I played hard and
worked hard,” he says. “Sports taught me a lot
about being a leader and being part of a team.”
Kinney is the oldest of three sons, all
inspired to attend college by their mother,
Laura, and father, Robert, one of UC-Davis’
first Native American studies students.
“We always believed that education was
the most important thing for them,” Laura
Kinney says. “All three of the boys did not
have a choice. It was not, “You can either
work or do school.’”
Javier Kinney was born in Woodland,
California, while his dad was at UC-Davis.
His mother recalls pushing her infant
son through a supermarket. He was a social
child, intent on making connections. “He
would say hello to everyone,” she says. Oc
casionally, an individual would not respond.
“Javier would reach out, and he would touch
them and say again, ‘Hello.’”
Robert Kinney became an elementary
school teacher and coached his sons’ sports
teams. “In order to play sports, we had to
get good grades,” Javier Kinney recalls.
Kinney now coaches youth sports,
including his 10-year-old daughter Jas
mine’s softball and basketball teams and his
12-year-old son Kokonow’s basketball, base
ball, and football teams. Love for his family
drives Kinney’s passion for his job.
On display in Kinney’s Klamath office
are diplomas from UC-Davis, Tufts, and
Suffolk. At the center is a smaller diploma
from Hoopa High. Tribal council member
Sid Nix, who represents the Weitchpec
area, praises Kinney’s decision to move back
to Yurok country after receiving a pile of
higher degrees.

“Not everyone comes back,” Nix says.
“Javier’s in the culture and he’s doing both
worlds. Where the tribe’s at right now, it’s
time to move ahead. Javier’s respectful and
he knows a lot of people. He’s trying real
hard to make positive changes.”
One such change came during Kinney’s
stint as transportation manager. In the
1960s, four bridges on Highway 169 were
wiped out in a major flood. Wooden bridges
had been erected as temporary solutions,
intended to handle traffic for a year or two.
Nearly 50 years later, the temporary bridges
were still in place. Bridge repairs topped
Kinney’s agenda as transportation manager
in 2008. Kinney’s success demonstrates his
ability to get things done, says Joe James,
current transportation manager.
“Javier doesn’t sit around playing the
blame game,” James says. Instead, Kinney
cultivates relationships with decision makers.
“He’d say, ‘If we don’t know them, we’ll travel
to Sacramento and meet them. Let’s go to
their headquarters and knock on their doors.’”
The strategy worked. Four new bridges
were completed last year. The tribe held a
dedication ceremony in December.
“It should have been fixed a long time
ago,” Kinney says. For too long, he contends,
local and federal governments found it ex
pedient to ignore or dismiss tribal members.
“The Yurok Tribe’s no longer going to sit in
the back seat. We’re going to move forward
and be included in all day-to-day opera
tions on and near the reservation ...The shy
Indian doesn’t work around here.”
James likens Kinney’s passion to a
contagious “fire”—one that inspires others
to work long hours and consider every pos
sible way of solving a problem. “We want to
make an impact on people’s lives, not just do
our jobs,” James says. “Sometimes it’s easier
to stagnate, but Javier finds solutions. On
the trail, you don’t see too much of that.”

(miles).” The highway winds above the
Klamath, narrows to one lane in places, and
turns sharply around blind corners. Kin
ney slows to observe waterfalls cascading
down rocky ravines. No guardrails. Kinney
learned to drive on this road. “If you go off
the road,” he says, “you’re not stopping till
you get to the bottom.”
Public safety in this region concerns him.
Emergency response times run between two
to eight hours, he says. “And that’s if there’s
a response at all.” Tribe members staff a vol
unteer fire department. But more services
are crucial. He stops at a river overlook, the
sole place he can hold his cellphone out the
window and get one bar of mobile coverage.
When Kinney arrives, a teacher he’s hop
ing to meet has left. “I guess I should have
called ahead,” he says, chuckling. “That’s
a joke. There’s no phone...just a satellite
phone for emergencies.”

In the Redwood National and State Parks,
informational signs describe artifacts and
historic structures built by indigenous tribes.
Few tourists learn that the Yurok still hold
ceremonies, including White Deerskin,
Jump, and Brush dances, along the coast and
in the redwoods. The Yurok say they pray
for the healing of the land. They also employ
wildlife biologists who monitor contami
nants in birds and marine mammals, with the
goal of reintroducing the California condor.
Driving west from his Klamath office,
Kinney parks on a bluff, high above the
Klamath’s wide mouth, where the river
pours into the Pacific.
“People who come here don’t know that
Indians still exist, right here, in the red
woods,” Kinney says. “Now we’re joining that
old-school thought with new-school action.
We have to live in a contemporary world.
We’re not your grandparents’ Indians.” O

The Klamath
River flows 263
miles to the Pacific
Ocean, cutting
through the Cas
cade Mountains.
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END OF THE ROAD

Kinney passes over the four new bridges
as he drives Highway 169 to Jack Norton
Elementary School, a K-8 public school that
derives power for lights, heat, and comput
ers from a diesel generator. Kinney’s dad
taught school here, and the family lived in
a small house on the grounds when Kinney
was in fourth grade.
A sign reads: “End of the Road—21
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FOR YOUNG
MEN ADRIFT
IN LIFE,
EDMUND NORTON
BS ’80, JD ’88
AND HIS BOAT
BUILDING
I
PROGRAM
PROVIDE
A MOORING.
Renee Grarham

WEET-FACED BUT HARD-EDGED, Richard wears his jeans low and
his Kansas City baseball cap cocked just so. His delicate build
makes him look younger than his 19 years, though he carries
himself with the wary air of someone who has spent too
much time watching his back. Ask him about the misguided
actions that landed him in custody of the Massachusetts
Department ofYouth Services (DYR), the state agency assigned
to handle troubled young people, and he’ll of
fer little more than vague allusions to drugs,
mayhem, and a marginal existence that was
rapidly devolving into another sad statistic of
urban life. Yet when the subject turns to the
12-foot skiff behind him, which he helped
build and will paint, name, and eventually
row into one of Boston’s scenic waterways,
he gushes with the newfound satisfaction
that comes from seeing the tangible product
of a hard and honest day’s work.
“I like that boat. That’s something that
I know is ours,” says Richard, who, due to
his continued residence in one of Boston’s
toughest neighborhoods, asked that his
real name not be used. “I put my time and
my quality into it, and treat it like mine.” At
this workshop in the city’s Marine Indus
trial Park, Richard feels productive and, in
particular, safe, so much so that the only
time this cautious teenager peers over his
shoulder is to joke with the burly, avuncu«r

With a background in sociology and
criminal law, Norton has devoted his life to
helping troubled youths. Like many of the
young men Norton has met throughout the
years, those in MAP have extensive criminal
records. All eight currently in the program
are gang-affiliated, and some are on proba
tion. Some have GPS ankle monitors to
track their comings and goings. Ranging in
age from 17 to 21 and referred by DYS and
other agencies after an extensive screening
process, participants generally spend about
two years in the program. Despite the inher
ent challenges that accompany dealing with
such a potentially volatile group, Norton
says, “There are more fights at a hockey
game than we’ve had in our whole exis
tence, and I’m very proud of that.”
He’s also proud of the success of MAP,
which is funded by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Workforce Invest
ment Act, about 20 corporate and charitable
foundations, and
private dona
tions. Of the
69 apprentices
who have par
ticipated in the
program since
2005, less than
a quarter—23
percent—have reoffended. (According to the
Massachusetts Department of Correction,
the state’s recidivism rate is 44 percent.)
At MAP, 82 percent of its apprentices have
pursued advanced training and education,
found employment, and/or have been ac
cepted into trade unions. It’s the kind of fu
ture Richard can now envision for himself.
MAP “teaches you a lot of skills, and we
do a lot. I’ve learned how to work with tools
and work on boats, and auto bodywork like
painting and sanding. I enjoy using these
machines,” he says, while working on a boat
that will be added to a fleet used for the
museum’s adult rowing program. “We get to

THERE ARE MORE FIGHTS AT A
HOCKEY GAME THAN WE’VE
HAD IN O UR WHOLE EXISTENCE,
AND EM VERY PROUD OF THAT”
lar man he calls “Edzo”—Edmund Norton,
director of the Hull Lifesaving Museum’s
Maritime Apprentice Program (MAP) for
young offenders.
“We’re using the idea of working on
a boat to develop an experience for these
young men to figure out if they can show
up for a job, if they like working with their
hands, whether they can connect with a
shop and a supervisor and call in when
they’re supposed to—all these soft skills,”
says Norton, MAP’s director since the pro
gram’s inception in 2005. “It’s a program,
but it’s a job, and those soft skills are the core
of everything, especially with this crew.”
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work, we get paid [apprentices are paid up
to $10 an hour], and we don’t have to think
about selling drugs.”
A Bit of the Blarney

It’s 10:00 a.m., and only Norton and Erick
Amero, MAP’s shop manager, are present in
a workshop that is filled with power tools,
vintage bikes dangling from the rafters,
and inspirational quotes from such cultural
icons as Martin Luther King Jr., Albert
Einstein, and Yoda from Star Wars. Since
getting a high school diploma or GED is a
program requirement, some of the partici
pants arrive later than others, but every day
brings uncertainty about the mood each
will carry through the door. It’s the job of
Norton and his four-member staff to gauge
those moods and adjust accordingly. Amero
is usually the first to greet them. “Right
there, most of the time, we can tell,” he says.
“You pick up cues—not making eye contact,
wearing a hood, not really engaging, and
hanging off in corners.”
With a staff caseworker in the shop,
Norton has various options for dealing with
a difficult apprentice. Yet, Amero says, it is
often Norton who best understands how to
reach these young men. “Z is great,” he says,
using another of Norton’s nicknames. “Z has
the gift of gab, he has a bit of the blarney
stuck in his teeth, and he’s a great talker. He
gets these guys to laugh, and that can really
defuse a situation.”
Norton is always aware of what his ap
prentices are dealing with away from the
boat shop. Some are fathers in contentious
relationships with their child’s mother. Oth
ers have learning disabilities or mental health
issues. And, in the neighborhoods they call
home, the easy lure of drugs, fast money, and
gang life is always a nefarious siren song.
Over his cluttered desk, Norton keeps a con
stant reminder of how quickly things can turn
for these guys: a funeral program for a former
MAP apprentice, shot to death in 2007.

Clockwise, from bot
tom left. Erick Amero,
shop mananger: Bill
Foley, shop teacher;
Barry Pritchard, case
manager; Menique
Brewer, shop teacher

'■*W

Norton prepares to
take his boat Satory into
Fort Point Channel.

On this morning, Norton gets a call from
a mother who informs him that her son will
be arriving late. Apparently, the young man
hasn’t been sleeping well lately, and Norton
recognizes that as a likely symptom of posttraumatic stress disorder. With the levels
of violence most of these young men have
experienced, they are not unlike combat
veterans tormented by searing memories of
war. It’s one reason Norton always makes
himself available to them. “If my phone
rings and I see their names, I will interrupt
anything, anywhere, any time and pick up
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that phone,” he says. “That’s one thing these
guys have never had—knowing someone on
the end of the line is going to be there.”

Back to the Kids
Growing up as the oldest of three children
in Dorchester, Boston’s most diverse and
populous neighborhood, Norton, 55, wasn’t
thinking much about going to college, let
alone working with troubled kids. The son
of a school lunch monitor and a telephone
company manager, Norton attended the
prestigious Boston Latin School, where stu

dents were expected to attend college after
graduation. He scored well on the SAT, and
with encouragement from a guidance coun
selor, he enrolled at Suffolk to study crimi
nal justice in preparation for law school. “I
thought I might be a criminal lawyer, and
when classes began, I just loved criminal
justice. I loved the research, and I was acing
everything.” He was especially inspired by
former Suffolk professor Gary Castanino
BA ’67, who taught Norton’s first criminal
justice class. “The way he presented the ma
terial made me very interested in criminal
justice,” Norton says. During his sophomore
year at Suffolk, Norton met the woman he
would marry at 23 and with whom he would
have two sons, Daniel and Chris.
As much as Norton enjoyed his classes,
he wanted a more direct field experience, so
he got a night job at a Boston halfway house
for recently released offenders.
“Here I was, this...skinny white dude,
checking guys in who had just done 15
years,” Norton says. One night, while mak
ing his rounds, Norton came across a young
man about to leave the halfway house. “He
was a couple of years older than me, and
he’d already done like three years in prison.
And I could just tell he didn’t want to step
out there,” he says. “The kid was looking out
the window, tears were streaming down his
face, like, “Where am I going, what am I do
ing?’ He was stuck, and I just caught his fear
of whether he could even go out there again.
That’s when it clicked for me. I started
thinking that I wanted to work with kids be
fore they got [to a halfway house]. My thing
was to keep the kids out of there.”
Throughout his Suffolk years, Norton
continued working with at-risk youth
through such organizations as Action for
Boston Community Development. After
graduation, he went to work for DYS as
a caseworker, juggling 20 to 30 cases at a
time, and two years later, he accepted a po
sition with the Violent Juvenile Offender
Project, a federally funded pilot program.
At the same time, Norton was thinking
about law school and believed getting a law
degree would serve an important purpose
in his career.
“I wanted people to listen to me. I’m
a hardheaded guy, I saw how the system
didn’t work, and I thought if I wanted to
make an impact, [a law degree] would give

me some authority,” he says. “I felt like
going to law school would help me figure
out how the world worked.” He enrolled
in Suffolk Law’s evening program, which
also offered a respite from his emotionally
draining work. “I needed to be able to get
away to counterbalance that. It was an in
tellectual thing versus an emotional thing.
I was proud of my work, but I needed to
step out of it a little bit.”
Suffolk Law was more than a sanctu
ary for Norton; he loved it. “It was intense
in a way that got me away from the other
intensity,” he laughs. “I loved the intellec
tual challenge, I loved the way you had to
be prepared and be put on the spot. I loved
constitutional law and criminal law. The
case law process taught me a lot about the
way the world was put together.”
By the time he graduated from the Law
School, Norton was back at DYS leading the
specialized case management team. A few
years later, with state budget cuts looming,
Norton offered to leave, figuring it was time
to put his law degree to good use. He started
his own practice specializing in juvenile law,
and while he enjoyed it, within a few years
he found himself at a personal and profes
sional crossroads. His father died, his mar
riage was failing (he’s now a divorced father
with three sons; his youngest, Liam, was
born to Norton’s former girlfriend), and he
missed what he considers his “core”—work
ing directly with troubled kids.
He got a job with Eliot Community Hu
man Services as director of a residential
treatment program in Plymouth, Mas
sachusetts. A few years later, he took a job
working nights as a deckhand for a tugboat

.Kf
Seaport District .

company so he could spend his days with
his youngest son. Norton also went to work
for Alexandra Construction, rising from a
field laborer to safety manager. “I loved the
physicality of it, the intensity of it,” he says.
“I enjoyed the run, but I missed the kids. I
always go back to the kids.”
A Vehicle To Get Elsewhere
In 2004, Norton visited Lory Newmyer, the
executive director of the Hull Lifesaving
Museum, who had known Norton since he
was a museum board member years earlier.
At the time, she was looking to expand MAP
from a seasonal to a year-round program,
and she knew
Norton would be
a perfect fit for
that transition.
“The single
most impor
tant personal
quality Ed has
is his human
ity,” Newmyer says. “Ed is a seeker, he asks
great questions, he’s a fantastic listener, and
he really believes in human beings. He’s a
fighter and he’s very tenacious. He’s brought
a warmth and patience to the job, and a
breadth of desire to see these guys through.”
Those are the qualities that helped Nor
ton win over Jonathan Cruz, now 21, who
spent three years in MAP. “When I was 16,
I would have expected to be locked up or
dead by now,” Cruz says. After he served two
years in juvenile detention for a home inva
sion, Cruz, then 18, entered MAP. That expe
rience, and meeting Norton, changed his life.
“Ed saw something in me, and that meant

something to me. Every day at the shop I
showed up on time, I dedicated myself to the
shop, I listened to Ed’s suggestions. I wanted
to get something out of it,” Cruz says. He
was scheduled to graduate in May from the
Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology
in Boston, where he studied to be a heat/
ventilation technician. “Ed was more than
just staff—he was like a father. He always
told me not to put my head down, no matter
what I’ve been through. He was always there
for me. Ed is everything to me. I thank him—
if not for his support, I wouldn’t be here.”
During MAP’s eight-year history,
Norton has helped it gain recognition as a

IF MY PHONE RINGS AND I SEE
THEIR NAMES, I WILL INTER

RUPT ANYTHING, ANY TIME AND
PICK UP THATPHONEr
place for troubled youths to restart their
lives. Feliciano Tavares, a community
coordinator for Boston Medical Center and
the Boston Public Health Commission who
screens potential apprentices, says Norton
is already well-known in various commu
nities. “They know someone who’s been
through [the program], and they know
they’re always going to get a fair deal here.
They know Edzo and MAP will push them
forward and work with them even at their
lowest point, which is important. It takes a
certain eye to take in all that these guys are
dealing with. Edzo has that.”
That MAP is trusted on some of Bos
ton’s harshest streets means everything to
Norton, who for more than three decades has
reached out to a population often more re
viled than deemed worthy of rehabilitation.
In MAP’s workshop, Norton says, a 12-foot
skiff made of mahogany marine plywood isn’t
just a boat but “a vehicle to get elsewhere.”
“The ability to have a kid take the risk of
trying something different with their life,
to get out of that armor and at least try to
see that there are folks who actually do care
and there’s a potential future and the world
is not out to get them, that’s success to me,”
Norton says. “We’ve established ourselves,
and guys know if they really want to make
it, they can make it here.” c
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Dear Fellow Alumni,
that set this University
apart, among the most fundamental is the belief in
public service. The idea of working for the greater
good is in our institutional DNA. As President James
McCarthy noted in his inaugural speech last Decem
ber, Suffolk founder Gleason Archer “was an early
practitioner of the concept of ‘paying it forward.’ He
met a man on a train one day. And this man—who be
came Archer’s benefactor—loaned him the money to
pursue the study of law. He didn’t want Archer to pay
him back. He asked only that Archer pass along the
favor when he could.” Archer returned the favor with
interest, founding a law school that made the profes
sion accessible to all. In doing so, he laid the founda
tion for a University that extended the same mission
to professionals in business and the humanities.
OF ALL THE ATTRIBUTES

More than a century later,
the spirit continues. At the
Law School Alumni Weekend
last October, speaker Victoria
Reggie Kennedy lauded the
8,000 hours of pro bono com
munity service performed by
Suffolk Law School students
during the pre
vious academic
year. And, she
said, “Suffolk
Law alumni
never stopped
asking what
they can do for
their country or
their community.” Indeed, the
entire Suffolk University com
munity is generously engaged
on and beyond our campus.
Here at our alma mater,
there are so many ways to be
involved. From visiting a class
as a guest speaker to mentor
ing a student; from organ
izing events for your class to
providing internship and career
opportunities to students and
fellow graduates—the options
can accommodate nearly every

interest and schedule. There are
also so many benefits to being
involved. Time and time again,
we hear from alumni who found
their ideal job through a Suffolk
connection or who discovered
the perfect hire in a Suffolk
student or graduate. I can attest

Those who take advantage of all the association has to
offer know that a Suffolk degree is more than a diploma;
it's an invitation to a lifelong connection that includes
all of the resources the University has to offer.
to this from personal experi
ence, with a half-dozen Suffolk
Law School graduates currently
working in my practice.
Yet the benefits of being a
Suffolk University alumnus
extend beyond the professional.
Those who take advantage of
all the association has to offer
know that a Suffolk degree is
more than a diploma; it’s an in
vitation to a lifelong connection
that includes all of the resourc
es the University has to offer.
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Whatever our other com
mitments, we all have the op
portunity to make a difference.
Whether you are able to invest
your time or your financial
support at any level, you can
be assured your generosity
will directly benefit our stu
dents—the future members of
our alumni community.
The theme of our annual
Service Day in April says
it all: “No one can do every
thing, but everyone can do

something.” Whatever you
can do will be greatly valued
and sincerely appreciated.
Sincerely,

ANDREW C. MEYER JR.
JD ’74, LLD ’99
CHAIR, SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Judge Salvatore
Basile and
Jane Haviland '13

mi

%
Justice for All
AS A JUDGE, SALVATORE J. BASILE JD '39, LLM '42 WAS KNOWN
FOR HIS EVEN-HANDEDNESS. AS AN ALUMNUS, HE WANTS
TO MAKE THE LEGAL PROFESSION ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE.

BY JANE WHITEHEAD
WHEN SALVATORE BASILE

applied to Suffolk Law School
in August 1935, a $5 registration
fee was required “as evidence
of the serious intention of the
applicant.” To Basile, born in
Lawrence, Massachusetts to an
immigrant family from Italy, $5
was a significant sum.
“You had to watch your
nickels and dimes,” says Basile,
now 96, a soft-spoken man with
thick white hair, dressed in a
three-piece suit and seated in
a high-backed armchair in his
Andover, Massachusetts home.
Like most of his classmates
in the evening division at the
Law School, he economized by
living at home with his parents
and worked full time to meet
the $140 annual tuition fees.
Basile graduated into a
world at war and saw military
service in the South Pacific. On
his return, he married his fian

photographby SCOTT METZGER

cee Jennie Mosca, a Radcliffe
College graduate and language
teacher. “My wife was the one
who inspired me,” he says. They
celebrated their 6Sth wedding
anniversary shortly before she
passed away in September 2011.
After over three decades in
private practice, during which
he frequently served as master
of hearings in Essex County
Courts, Basile was appointed as
associate justice in Lawrence
District Court by Governor Mi
chael Dukakis on June 3,1977.
Tony De Marco JD ’69, then
head of the Lynn-based Chil
dren’s Law Center of Massachu
setts, appeared regularly before
Basile in juvenile cases. He says
that Basile was one of the few
district court judges who con
sistently handled juvenile ses
sions and that he always brought
“compassion, even-handedness,
and a willingness to sit and

listen.” DeMarco adds, “This is
not a guy who ducked. He was
the old-style district court judge
who dealt with [everyone who]
walked into that courtroom.”
As the Lawrence-area direc
tor of the state’s Department of
Mental Health, from 1979 until
1988, Dr. Subash Mukherjee was
often called into Judge Basile’s
chambers with his counterpart
from the Department of Social
Services to discuss which agency
would pick up the tab for a child
in need of services. “I would be
under orders to stall and not
come up with a straight answer,”
says Mukerjee, laughing. Basile,
he remembers, was “very pleas
ant, very decent, but he would
put you on the spot to get things
done in the interests of the child.”
Basile retired as Lawrence
District Court presiding justice
in August 1986, at 70. He was
recalled to the bench six months
later and served in many
Boston-area courtrooms until
his second retirement in 1991,
after which he volunteered as
an arbitrator in civil court.

On a December afternoon in
2012, Basile welcomed a special
guest for tea. Jane Haviland
JD ’13 is the current recipient
of the Judge Salvatore J. and
Jennie B. Basile Scholarship,
established in 2005 as part of
Suffolk Law School’s Centenni
al Scholarship Program. Judge
Basile says he endowed the
award to help “students who
don’t have all the advantages
get as much as they can.”
Basile encourages fellow
alumni to “give any amount
they can afford, as gratitude
for the professional success
they couldn’t have had without
Suffolk.” His own giving record
began modestly, with regular
contributions to the annual
fund starting in 1972 and a
more substantial gift of ap
preciated stock to the Capital
Campaign for the new Law
School building in the 1990s.
Like Basile, Haviland has
supported herself through law
school, working as an editor in
the Office of the State Auditor.
“My full-time job pays the bills
and the rent, and receiving a
scholarship that allows me to
take out less federal student-aid
funding is a wonderful reward
and a big help,” she says.
When Haviland asks what
advice he would give to a
young advocate, Basile doesn’t
hesitate. “Be accurate—you
can’t guess. Be focused—pick
up one or two points to con
vince the judge. Be courteous,
be truthful, be prepared—you
can’t be sloppy.” Above all, he
warned, never argue with the
judge. “If you argue, you’re
going to lose,” he says. And he
should know.

To inquire about your own named scholarship, please see SAM Navigator, page 5.
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Alumni Service Day
APRIL 12, 2013

The entire Suffolk community
participated in a day of service
at different sites around Boston
including Cradles to Crayons,
the Greater Boston Food Bank,
Community Servings and Health
Care for the Homeless. [1] Jeff

Morris, BA '11, participating in
a day of service. [2] Students
and aiumni sort food at the Greater
Boston Food Bank. [3] President
McCarthy serves aiongside stu
dents and aiumni at the Greater
Boston Food Bank.

..f
New Hampshire
Alumni Chapter
Annuai Dinner
BEDFORD VILLAGE INN,
BEDFORD, NH / MARCH 5. 2013

[4] Kara Simard, JD '07,
Michaei iacopino, JD '84,
Caroi Hoiahan, JD '88,
and Jeanmarie Papeiian,
JD '91 [5] Caroi J. McNeii,
BSBA '82, JD '91 and
Edward Suiiivan, JD '82
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Service Day photographs by JOHN GILOOLLY

10 Under 10
ROSALIE STAHL BUILDING LOBBY / APRIL 4, 2013

The Suffolk University Aiumni Association recognized
and celebrated alumni of the iast decade who have
enjoyed major professional success, made an important
difference in their community, or have been loyai sup
porters of the University. [5] Russell Dukett, BSBA '11,

Assistant Dean of Students John Silverla, MED '97,
and Gaetano R. ZagamI, BSBA '11 [7] Award recipient
Kristofer Stokes, BA '05 [8] Michelle Meideros, BSBA '12,
Michael Gesualdi, BSBA '12, and Caitlyn Connerty,
BSBA '12 [9] Andrew and Patricia Packard, grandparents
of Sarah Krull Abe, BS '07, accepted the award on
her behalf. Sarah was in Japan, working on her PhD.
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Suffolk Unive

The 4th Suffolk University
Athletic Hall of Fame
ROYAL SONESTA, CAMBRIDGE / MAY A, 2013

This event is heid biennialiy and celebrates the achieve
ments of former Rams (Suffoik Athletics Aiumni).

[1] Joe Duca, BA '02, a member of the 2000 baseball team
checks out his new bat, given to him by Coach Jim Nelson.
[2] Athletic Hall of Fame class of 2013: (front row) Erica Pe
tersen, BS '98, Amber (Conte) Hall, BA '02, Arthur Mellace,
BS '59; (back row) Ron Corbett, BSBA '71, Rodrigo Mendez,
BSBA '94, MSF '96, Pat Ryan JD 78, Brian Callahan, BS
'82, JD '85, Anthony Camiolo, BSBA '84 [3] Arthur "Archie"
Mellace, BS '59 with his award presented by Coach Nelson.
[4] Donovan Little, BS '79, Christos Tsiotos, BS '77,
Pat Ryan (2013 Inductee) and Nick Tsiotos, BS '77
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Swearing-In Welcome Reception
ART S SOUL RESTAURANT, WASHINGTON, DC / MARCH 31, 2013

Welcome Reception in Washington DC during the U.S.
Supreme Court Swearing-in [5] Nicole Armstrong Ramos,
JD '03, Karen Stuntz, JD '02, and Geraldine McEvoy, JD '99
[6] Katelyn Andrade, JD '06 and Karen Moran, JD '85
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Building Relationships For a Stronger
Network Alumni Workshop
ROSALIE STAHL BUILDING / MARCH 11, 2013

Career Management and Confidence Building
Coach Jayne Mattson from Keystone Associates
and Confidence Counts, and Trisha Griffin-Carty,
BA '71, president of Griffin-Carty Communica
tions, demonstrated the interpersonal skills
necessary for alumni to be more confident in
their relationship-building skills. [71 Griffin-Carty
and Mattson in an interactive presentation with
more than 75 alumni and friends
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Alternative Spring Break
GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI / MARCH 11-15, 2013

A group of students on the Gulfport, Mississippi trip had a chance to speak with Karen DeSalvo, BA '88, DHL '10
City of New Orleans Health Commissioner. [8] (front row) Bryanna Gallant, Alexa Marsh, Naira Aleksanyan,
Haley Ford, Samantha Bates, Niki Papadopoulos; (back row) Chris Ray, Andy Concepcion, Karen DeSalvo, BA '88,
Rachel Pelkey, BS '10, Farah Pierre, Hannah Bartol, and Elizabeth Conley, BS '07, MPA '12
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Rosemary Rotondi (BS) has been
an archival film, photo, and network
news researcher for documentary
filmmakers for 27 years. In April,
Matt Wolf's documentary Teenage,
on which Rosemary served as lead
researcher, premiered in the Tribeca
Film Festival. Another documen
tary on which Rosemary served
as researcher, Our Nixon by Penny
Lane and Brian Frye, closed the
New Directors/New Films series
on March 31. Rosemary served on
the research team for Inside Job by
Charles Ferguson, the 2011 Acad
emy Award-winning documentary.
1982
Robert G. Reed (BS) works for the
U.S. Department of State, where
he is a consul general. He resides in
Lynn, MA.
Velicia (Gourdin) Waymer (Diploma,
Fashion Illustration), who currently
works as a training design and de
velopment specialist for a Virginia
credit union, had gotten away from
more traditional illustration, in favor
of body painting (and other creative
endeavors).

UNDERGRADUATE
1954
After graduating, Rev. Priscilla
(Traunsteln) Murdock (Perl) (BA)
spent a year as a reporter for the
Cape Cod Standard Times and
continued her education, attending
Ohio Wesleyan for a master's.
Priscilla joined the Peace Corps and
became the head of the English
department at University of Caldas
in Caldas, Colombia, taught in an
American school in Brussels, visited
Lahore, Pakistan, and managed a
small publishing house in Sydney,
Australia. She returned home in
1976 to take care of her mother and
became ordained into the Unitarian
Universalist Association in June
1985. She retired in 2008 from St.
Paul's Church in Palmer, MA. She
now lives in Brimfield, MA.
1970
[1] Steve Young (BS) applied his
education toward a career in two
cities: Boston and Brockton, MA.
”1 left my mark on thousands of

students in both cities," he writes.
He has now retired from his career
in education and from his home
state and lives in Florida with his
wife of 40 years, Deborah. He has
a grandson who just turned 2 and
"is the light of our lives." (Pictured
with Boston Mayor Tom Menino)
1975
Raymond Bresnahan (BSJ) reports
that daughter Jackie Rae '14
"is doing wonderfully at Suffolk...
two younger daughters may
also go to Suffolk! Still riding my
antique BMW in the foothills of
Western Mass., where I always
wanted to be."
1976
After a governmental affairs intern
ship at Suffolk in 1975, Joseph
Normandy (BS) worked with the
Massachusetts Auto Dealers Asso
ciation, which was then on Boylston
Street. Soon after graduation he
was hired by the National Auto
Dealers Association, and he never
looked back. Today he runs the
Metro Washington, D.C., chapter
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of the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry. Joseph credits
his success to the opportunities he
had as a Suffolk undergrad.

1989
In January, One Spear Entertainment,
the company of Nique Fajors (BSBA),
launched its first mobile game on iOS
and Android platforms. The game is
titled ShaqDownand stars retired
basketball player Shaquille O'Neal.
The title has been featured in the
iTunes app store globally.

1980
Laura Hurvitz (BSBA) has her own
interior design company called
Laura Hurvitz Interiors. She lives in
Duxbury, MA.

1994
Paul R. Schlerenbeck (BA) recently
accepted a position as executive
assistant to the head of global
business services at Fidelity Invest

ments in Boston. Previously, Paul
worked as an executive assistant
at Bank of America and Ameriprise
Financial for 13 years. "I'm very
happy to be working at Fidelity," he
writes, and "grateful to the folks at
Lee Hecht Harrison who helped me
with my transition."
Annunzlata "Nancy" (Sodano)
Varela (BA) was recently appointed
to serve on the board of directors
for the public library in Weston, MA,
as the publicity chair.
[2] After spending more than two
decades in the corporate world,
Vincent Yee (BS) set off to pursue
his life dream of writing. He suc
cessfully did so by publishing his
first book. The Purple Heart. The
story follows the romance between
a young Japanese American couple
who become separated by WWII.
He explains, "I wrote this book to
give a voice to a lost generation
of men who fought with heroism
and patriotism for our country. Our
country has still yet to recognize
the valor of 4,500 young and brave
Japanese American men who
fought against the Nazis, [earn
ing] 9,486 Purple Hearts for their
regiment, the 442nd. There are
[fewer] than 100 survivors left, and
before time takes them away, their
[stories] should be told."
2002

Jennifer (McKenney) Simoneau
(BA) began working for the United

The
Purple ^
Heart ^

I

talent show committee (2012). I
volunteered with Fair Trade Boston
(2009) as their Advertising Com
mittee Chair, with the Spelman
Alumnae Boston Chapter's Blueprint
Conference for Middle and High
School Girls (2012), and finally
with a fellow Boston Latin School
(BLS) high school alum in creating
a step show at Madison Park Com
munity Center to bring the Boston
community together. I started the
step team at Suffolk my freshman
year when I got there from Boston
Latin School (I was captain of the
BLS squad) and there wasn't one.
My brother Craig, who also stepped
for BLS, helped me start it. I'm
so happy and proud to have the
Suffolk step team performing in
our showcase. This is a beautiful
example of Suffolk teaching me to
sow the right seeds in order to reap
the greatest reward."

States Trust as a trust administra
tive officer in Yarmouthport, MA, in
September 2012.
2004
Lindsay (Adams) MIchaelian (6SB)
was recently promoted to strategic
director at Added Value Cheskin. She
previously was a research manager.
[3] Boston 6/obe baseball writer
Nick Cafardo (BS) greeted NESN
anchor, host, and reporter Adam
Peilerin (BS '02) at spring training.
2005
[4] Michelle Miller Groves (BS, MA
'08) writes, "I'm one of five children
[of] my mother, Joyce Miller, who
has worked in Suffolk's Develop
ment office for over 20 years. She
sent four out of five of us to Suf
folk University. Her eldest is in the
U.S. Army, currently in Afghani

stan. Her second eldest daughter
is a Boston Public School teacher
who works with [autistic] children.
The third, Craig Miller (BSBA '02),
is a product of Suffolk's Business
School and is fully engaged in the
finance world. And then there's
me, bringing up the rear! This past
October I got married to my beau of
six years, Michael Groves. I've been
lecturing [at] Suffolk, New England
Institute of Art, and Northeastern
University for the last five years.
I only stopped so that I could
begin my doctoral program with
Creighton University so that I can
teach and attain tenure status. I
also began a startup in 2010, the
Miller Group, which is a nonprofit
that provides integrated marketing
solutions for budget-constrained
nonprofits. Dr. Gloria Boone in the
Communications department has
always been and still is a wonderful

adviser/mentor who has always
provided honest and helpful feed
back for me along my journey. She
encouraged me to travel abroad to
Spain, and that was an educational
experience I won't forget. I love
volunteering and paying it forward
to the community by volunteering
with the BELL Foundation on their

[5] Since her last alumni update,
Jennif^ Roccanti (BS) and her hus
band, Kanye, have welcomed a little
boy named Cohen. Cohen was born
on Aug. 24, 2012, and Jennifer writes
that "he has been smiling and laugh
ing ever since." They are still living
outside of Washington, D.C., where
she is the director of development
for Miriam's Kitchen, a nonprofit
that seeks to end chronic homeless
ness in the city. They can't wait to
bring Cohen back to Boston soon.
Marianne Wilson (Diploma, Interior
Design) has a new job as a commer
cial real estate broker at Newmark
Grubb Knight Frank (NGKF) in Wash
ington, DC. Her position focuses on
tenant representation which means

that "essentially, I help clients find
office space [in the greater Wash
ington area]....and represent the
tenant in lease negotiations."
2006
Career-life coach Dawn Quesnel
(BS) CPCC, PCC was named Career
Coach of the Year in 2011 by her
peers within the New England
chapter of the International Coach
Federation (ICFNE). The Leonard
Awards give members of the ICFNE
the opportunity to recognize their
peers in four different coaching
categories: business coaching,
career coaching, life coaching, and
executive coaching. "It may sound
like a cliche, but it really is an honor
to be nominated because it does
come from my peers in the coaching
community," Dawn says. She also
recently penned a chapter on her
BRIDGE job search methodology
that appeared in SelfGrowth.com
founder David Riklan's new book,
101 Great Ways to Enhance Your
Career. Dawn hosts a program
called BrainTalk, which airs on the
first Wednesday of each month at
noon EST on www.BlogTalkRadio.
com/Coach-OQ.
2008
Emily Elchhom (BFA), who relo
cated to Chicago from San Diego
where she was lead designer with
a kitchen and bath remodeling com
pany, has recently taken a position
with a new design build remodeling
firm in Chicago, Design Build 4 U.
Starting as a contract designer, it
took her only six months to become
their full-time lead designer and
design team manager. In addition to

STAY CONNECTED
You can reach your classmates on the following pages through
the Suffolk University Aiumni Association Online Community.
If you are not currently a member, please email SuffAlum@Suffolk,edu
for your user ID number to register. Registration is free and the
easiest way to stay in touch with Suffolk University’s 70,000
graduates worldwide. (Due to privacy concerns, we are unable to
print or provide individual contact information.)
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her design job, Emily has done some
freelance logo design work for two
local nonprofits. She's also "explor
ing Chicago and loving everything
this new busy city has to offer."

2011
"I moved to Tel Aviv right after
graduating In 2011," reports Cidney
Carver (BSJ). "After working at
two start-ups doing social media
and community management, I
opened my own agency, the Internet
Bakery. I am very involved in a
few nonprofit organizations and
athletics with the international
community in Tel Aviv. I am cur
rently training for a Half Ironman
by swimming regularly. I am loving
life in the Start-Up Nation and am
happy to have gained the knowledge
and connections from Suffolk."
In April, Rosana Y. Wan (BA) began
a new job as a visitor use assistant
(aka park ranger) at the Adams
National Historical Park in Quincy,

MA. "In this economy, when you get
such a wonderful opportunity that
may benefit your dreams or goals,
just take it and don't look back!" she
writes. "The Adams Homestead is
a special place—it was here in May
of 2008 where I met and befriended
the owner of Doyle's Cafe in Jamaica
Plain, MA, Gerry Burke Sr., and
his wife. Later that summer, he
introduced me to his friends and
fellow historians Jim Vrabel and
Nell Savage for a luncheon. That
afternoon, they referred me to meet
with Professor William M. Fowler
Jr. at Northeastern University
and Professor Robert J. Allison at
Suffolk University. While meeting
with Bill Fowler, he [also] suggested
that i should meet Bob Allison to
look into Suffolk's undergraduate
history program. I took his advice,
and there i was. Although I was
here for a short time as a transfer
student, I am proud to call Suffolk
University my second family. I thank
professors Bob Allison, Pat Reeve,
Bob Bellinger, and the entire history
department for their passion in
teaching, sharing the love of history,
and inspiring young history scholars.
I hope to see my fellow professors
and the alumni this summer to
celebrate the legacy of four genera
tions of an extraordinary family."

2012
Within two weeks of graduating,
Andrew Scheinthal (BA) was hired
as a reporter at the ABC affiliate
in Bangor, Maine. Six months ago,
he was promoted to be the Sunday
weekend anchor. He writes, "I spent
years at Suffolk learning all I could
about broadcast journalism, i took
part in Suffolk in the City as well
as our student newscast, Suffolk U
News. Four years of hard work has
paid off, and I could not be more
grateful for all that Suffolk has
taught me over the years."

1952
Frank J. Realin (MBA) writes, "I've
had a very active career and retired
30 years ago. I just authored a book

titled Diving Deep: How to Find
Truth in a Sea of Lies, Bias, Spin,
Scams, and Fraud, which is planned
for publication this spring."
1974
Thomas L. Keon (MED) was
recently honored by the University
of Central Florida's College of Busi
ness Administration in conjunction
with its 50th anniversary celebra
tion. He was among a group of
50 individuals and organizations
credited with shaping and advanc
ing the college. He notes that "95
percent of the alumni who also
were honored are individuals I
introduced to the college."
1978
Martha Barrett (MED) was recently
appointed superintendent of Fron
tier Regional School/Union 38 in
South Deerfield, MA. Martha was
assistant director of admissions at
Suffolk from 1975 to 1980. She and
her husband, Steve Barrett BS '12,
live in South Deerfield. They have
four children and five grandchildren.
Steve was a member of the 1975
NCAA team inducted into the SU
Athletic Hall of Fame.
1981
After 40 years of service, Robert
Faherty (MPA) retired in 2000 as
the superintendent-in-chief of the
Boston Police Department to enjoy

his family. However, his dear friend
John Dow, a retired captain and can
cer survivor, got him interested in
Cops for Kids with Cancer, and now
Robert serves as its chairman. The
organization comprises volunteers
who work very hard to plan events
to raise funds that go to people
directly involved in the care of
children with cancer, with each fam
ily typically receiving $5,000. In the
last four years, it has contributed to
more than 200 families in need, to
taling more than $1,000,000 donated
in and around New England.
1984
After 37 years with American
Airlines, Mary Jane O'Sullivan St.
Jean (MBA) retired on Feb. 1. She
now resides in Danville, CA, with her
husband, Gary. Along with flying,
she has been a real estate agent
specializing in high-end homes for
the last seven years.
1995
[6] Bill Harris (EMBA), CFP (Certi
fied Financial Planner) of WH Cor
nerstone Investments and a resident
of Duxbury, MA, has been named
membership director for the board
of directors of the Financial Planning
Association of Massachusetts,
1998
[7] in March, Christopher Cooney
(MPA), CCE (Certified Chamber Ex

ecutive), was elected to the board
of trustees of Eastern Bank. He Is
president and CEO of the Metro
South Chamber of Commerce,
which is located in Brockton, MA.
Christopher, who has worked with
the chamber for 22 years, has
served as president and CEO of the
Cape Cod Canal Region Chamber
of Commerce and vice president
of the Plymouth Area Chamber of
Commerce. He is past president of
the New England Association of
Chamber of Commerce Executives
and the Massachusetts Asso
ciation of Chamber of Commerce
Executives. He serves on several
regional, state, and national boards
and holds a gubernatorial ap
pointment to the Massachusetts
Workforce Investment Board. He
lives in Berkley, MA, with his wife,
Deborah, and their three daugh
ters, Lillian, Eleanor, and Jocelyn.
Frank O'Donnell (MPA) recently
became a member of the board
of trustees at Fitchburg State
University, and a member of the
board of directors for a nonprofit
called Vital Impact. The organiza
tion provides scholarships for
women over the age of 35
who are transitioning to new
careers and enrolled in an educa
tional program to achieve this
goal. Frank is the vice president
of mission support for CSMI.
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1999
[8] People Training for Good Dogs:
What Breeders Don't Tell You
and Trainers Don't Teach, a book
by Melissa Berryman (MPA),
has achieved the Star designation
and has been rereleased by her
publisher. Melissa owns a dog
handling instruction and care facil
ity of the same name on Cape Cod,
MA, and founded the Dog Owner
Education and Community Safety
Council. She has been married to
Mark Faria for 10 years and they
have a foster daughter.
Vanessa BurrMI(MSF) would
like to share the news about her
promotion to senior project leader
at eBusiness.
2000
Susan Luongo (MBA) celebrated
12 years in business on March 1.
Susan's company, Stellar Technol
ogy Consulting, is an information
technology consulting and outsourc
ing firm with a focus on small and
medium business IT management.
Headquartered in Boston, Stellar
Technology Consulting offers
a wide variety of IT services,
including managed monitoring and
maintenance, cloud computing tech
nologies, and security audits and
assessments. Stellar Technology
Consulting is a certified womanowned business enterprise and
disadvantaged business enterprise
recognized by the Massachusetts
Supplier Diversity Office.
2003
Lauren MacDonald Kennedy (MBA,
JD '02) and Andrew Kennedy (JD
'02) married in December 2008 in
Newport, R.l. Lauren was employed
at Sullivan & Cromwell LLP in New
York City from May 2004 through
January 2013. Andrew is now work
ing at Jung & Vassar PC in Kailua
Kona, Hawaii. They now live on the
Big Island of Hawaii. Aloha!
2004
[9] JIaii Gong (MBA) is very
involved with the Chinese commu
nity. He met with Massachusetts
Governor Deval Patrick when the
governor addressed the Chinese
community in Chinatown.
2005
Robert Bradshaw (EMBA), presi
dent and chief operating officer of
Cape Classics, has announced that
his company is creating a new divi
sion dedicated to wines from the

Loire Valley, France. After 20 years
of exclusivity to South Africa, Cape
Classics will expand its footprint to
cover one of the most prestigious
wine regions of the world. "Un
equivocally brilliant, Chenin Blanc
Is one of the most exciting things
to happen to the American white
wine customer in quite some time,"
Robert says.
[10] Eric Curtis (EMBA) recently
published the book Collecting Dust:
8 Reasons Nonprofit Strategic Plans
Fail. "My work with nonprofits
over the years inspired me to write
a book that would help others
overcome eight issues that I have
consistently seen in my engage
ments," Eric reports. "My goal with
the book is to help nonprofit leaders
unlock their potential and be able
to focus on delivering their mission
more effectively."
[11] Lorenzo G. Petruzzlello (GMBA,
BA '96) manages marketing and
sales for his family business Exhibit
Express Inc. and specializes in ship
ping for trade shows, displays, and
sensitive machinery across the
country. Lorenzo is also a writer
and has a personal travel blog,
magnusmade.com.
2007
Erin Cooper (MBA) writes, "I am
an officer at Cambridge Trust
Company working with invest
ment and trust management for
individuals, families, and charitable
organizations. I am the chair of the
programs committee of the Trusts
and Estates Consortium. I'm also
a board member of the Guidance
Center in Cambridge and on the
Small Business Association of New
England's nonprofit committee.
My husband, Ryan, and I welcomed
our first baby this past September.
Ryleigh Cecile is a healthy and
happy baby girl! Ryan, Ryleigh, and
I live in Wakefield, MA, along with
our German Shepherd."
David Ortendahl (MBA) has been
promoted to associate director of
employer relations at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. David, his
wife, Melissa, and his oldest son
welcomed identical twin boys to
their family in February.
2009
In March 2012, William A. Connell
ill (MSF, MBA '98), passed the
certified financial planner exam.
He accepted a position with Canby

Financial Advisors in Framingham,
MA, in December 2012 as a client
service manager.
Adam Knoll (MSCJ) married Aleah
Rubin on Sept. 22,2012. He also
started working at PerkinElmer as a
user experience analyst.

SHARE YOUR NEWS
Class notes are a great way to let your fellow alumni know what is happening in your post-college life,
from career changes to family news. And now, with Suffolk Alumni Magazine’s expanded class notes
section, connecting (or reconnecting) with your classmates is simpler than ever.
SAM prefers class
notes in your own
words. Notes can
run from a line to a
paragraph. Longer
submissions may be

edited for space and
content. We welcome
photographs. Electronic
submissions should be
high resolution (300
dpi minimum).

Via Web: www.suffolk.
edu/alumni
Via E-mail: class
notes@suffolk.edu

Via Post:
Attn: Class Notes
Suffolk Alumni
Magazine
8 Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

Congratulations to Cidney Carver BSJ 'll, whose name was chosen in a random drawing from the scores ef alumni who eleotronicaily submit
ted their class notes for the Spring/Summer 2013 issue of SAM. Cidney will receive a Suffolk sweatshirt, mug. baseball cap, and bonus Item.
To enter the drawing for the Fall 2013 issue of SAM, submit your news via web or e-mail. From new (non-repeated) class notes submitted
electronically by July 22, 2013. one name will be selected randomly, The winner will receive a coveted Suffolk Swag Bag personally selected
by Steve Snow, manager of the Suffolk University Bookstore and website at www.suffolk.bkstr.com.

1967
Brian McManus (JD) retired in 2012
and writes that he "now will be get
ting some of those Social Security
payments [he] made for a number
of years." He is serving on a chari
table foundation and two business
advisory boards. He tries to stay fit
in order to play golf and tennis.
1970
Mary Macomber (JD) writes, "I
worked for many years as general
counsel for Encore Computer Corp.
Upon the sale of the company and
my retirement, I have become a
full-time volunteer in order to
give back to my community. I
was appointed last year to the
National Commission for Certifying
Agencies, where I serve as a public
member. Prior to that, I served
on the board of directors of the
international Association of Social
Work Boards. I am a longtime
member of the state of Florida's
Clinical Social Work, Marriage
and Family Therapy, and Mental
Health Counseling Board. I serve

locally as chair of the board of the
South Florida Hunger Coalition,
as well as serving as chair of the
board of Crisis Housing Solutions,
a Housing and Urban Developmentapproved counseling service
provider. I am president of Broward
TRIAD, [a partnership between]
seniors and law enforcement. I
also serve on various other com
mittees in my community. I find
that my legal experience has come
to be quite handy as I work in the
nonprofit arena. Volunteering is a
most satisfying way to continue
to be involved after retirement. I
highly recommend it to ail my legal
colleagues!"
1978
[12] John Burweil Garvey (JD)
is a professor at the University
of New Hampshire School of Law.
In addition to teaching, he directs
the Daniel Webster Scholar Honors
Program, an intensive skilisbased alternative bar examination.
He was selected in January by
National Jurist as one of the 25
most influential people in legal
education. He also continues to
mediate and arbitrate throughout
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New England and has been repeat
edly selected by Best Lawyers in
America. Along with Professor
Charles Graver of George Wash
ington University Law School, he
has just completed a book for the
LexisNexis Skills & Values Series
titled Alternative Dispute Resolu
tion: Negotiation, Mediation, Col
laborative Law, and Arbitration.

,

1979
Andrea Eisenberg (JD) writes, "I
was honored, along with my friend
and colleague Lisa Linsky, by the
Arthritis Foundation at its annual
Women on the Move Luncheon
in New York City." Andrea is a
managing director with Preferred
Transition Resources, which
provides career management coach
ing and organizational consulting
to law firms, law departments,
companies, and cultural institutions
and foundations. Lisa is a partner
in the trial group with McDermott
Will & Emery. Women on the Move
recognizes women who manage
challenging careers with dedication
to community service and family
life. Andrea adds, "Kim McLaurln, on
the Suffolk University Law School
faculty, attended the NYC luncheon
on March 8 to celebrate my Women
on the Move award-it was fabulous
to have her there and feel the sup
port of the law school!"
1981
Evelyn Haralampu (JD), who is the
partner in charge of the employee
benefits, ERISA, and executive
compensation practices at the Bos
ton law firm of Burns & Levinson
LLP, was selected by her peers for
inclusion in The Best Lawyers in
America and Massachusetts Super
Lawyers in the fields of employee
benefits and ERISA. She has been
an active member of the ABA Com
mittee on Government Submissions
and has commented on proposals
affecting the implementation of
federal health care reform. She
also authored chapter 19, "ERISA
Liability," of the MCLE treatise,
Massachusetts Employment Law.
Evelyn is currently an overseer of
the New England Conservatory and
a mentor to students there.

1987
In February 2012, James Steiner
(JD) and his wife went to Israel
to visit an old military colleague
who now serves as the Israeli
Defense Force chief of staff, LTG
Benny Gantz. Benny and James
went through the Army Special
Forces training together as
captains. In the fall, James and
his wife traveled to Bangkok and
Hong Kong, visiting their daughter
who was studying abroad from
Syracuse University in Hong Kong.
They globe-trotted from Boston
to Paris to Bahrain to Bangkok to
Hong Kong, returning home via
Tokyo—a journey that caused them
"more jet lag than on any other
trip but [was] all worthwhile,"
James writes. James practices
law in New Hampshire and writes
that "the practice remains diverse
as to general civil litigation mat
ters, personal injury, and family
law cases."
1988
Betty Dew (JD) has joined Bill Gor
don Associates, working on Social
Security disability hearings all over
the Northeast.

Jeffrey Poster (JD) has closed his
Alternative Dispute Resolution
practice and is moving to his
retirement home in Eymet in the
Dordogne region of France.
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1984
Jack J. Vultagglo Jr. (JD) has
become a member of counsel at
the law offices of Dennis McHugh,
In Chelmsford, MA. He will

1990
Attorney Robert D. Aheam (JD) of
the law offices of Robert D. Ahearn
PC, was recently elected president
of the South Shore Business
Leaders. Robert, who has offices in

1991
[13] Gary Merken (JD), a senior at
torney with the IRS Office of Chief
Counsel, teaches federal taxation in
the graduate program at Southern
New Hampshire University. He lives
near Philadelphia with his wife,
Laurie Rogers, a vocal coach and
assistant conductor with opera com
panies around the world, and their
two children, Christopher and Katie.
1993
Ginny Donahue King (JD) has been
named to the board of Elizabeth
Seton Academy, a girls' high
school in the Lower Mills section
of Dorchester (Boston) that was
started 10 years ago. "Our claim
to fame," she writes, "is that 100
percent of our graduates go on to
college. Many of them are the first
generation in their families to at
tend college."
Elizabeth Levy (JD) would like to
share the news of a recent honor
she received as one of the 2013
Leaders in the Law by Massachu
setts Lawyers Weekly, Rhode Island
Lawyers Weekly, and New England
In-House. Carole Wagan, director
of the Advanced Legal Studies
department at Suffolk Law School,
nominated her for this award.
[14] Greg Redmond (JD) will
complete a two-year London-

based assignment for MetLife Inc.
later this year. He leads MetLife's
European regulatory activities with
a focus on Solvency II and MetLife's
corporate restructuring project re
sulting from its 2010 acquisition of
American Life Insurance Company
(Alico) from American International
Group (AIG). Greg has been in
MetLife's legal affairs department
for 20 years, serving as a govern
ment relations professional in its
federal Washington, D.C., office as
well as leading state government
relations for its U.S. business group
prior to his current assignment.
Greg and his family plan to return
to the Boston area this summer.

and interactive communications at
Suffolk, and maintains a private
law practice in Canton. He is
a trustee of the Canton Public
Library, a member of the executive
board of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority Advisory
Board and the Canton Historical
Commission, as well as a vice
president of the Canton Historical
Society. George is also a featured
columnist at the Canton Citizen.

1995
Monica A. (York) Teasley (JD) has
partnered with the firm Breedlove,
Lassiter & York. For the past two
years, Monica has had her own firm
called the Teasley Law Group LLC.

Matthew Valentinas (JD) writes,
”2013 is looking to be a breakout
year for my growing entertain
ment practice, as I'm advising local
factual television personalities
Sondra Celli of My Big Fat Ameri
can Gypsy Wedding and Biing It
On.'fame on the TLC network,
and the wildly successful house
flipping duo of Peter Souhleris and
David Seymour of Flipping Boston
on A&E. Additionally, I packaged
and sold the book rights for Impact
Statement, written by WCVB's Bob
Halloran (Irish Thunder: The Hard
Life and Times of Micky Ward)
about the decades-long tribula
tions leading up to and through
the Whitey Bulger trial as told
from the perspective of the family
members of murder victim Debra
Davis. The book shall be published
in conjunction with the verdict.
Also, I am executive producing an
investigative documentary about
child actors in Hollywood cur
rently in production with Venice,
CA-based Disarming Films and the
Oscar-nominated director Amy
Berg (West of Memphis, Deliver Us
from Evil) that shall be released in
2014.1 look forward to catching up
with old classmates and hearing
from any alumni."

1999
[15] George T. Comeau Esq. (JD,
BS '88, MPA '93) of Canton, MA,
has been appointed by Governor
Deval Patrick to serve on the ninemember Massachusetts Board of
Library Commissioners (MBLC).
"I am grateful to the governor
for the opportunity to continue in
the service of public libraries in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
I remain dedicated to furthering
the mission and promise of our
amazing system of libraries and
look forward to committing energy
and resources in furtherance of
these Institutions," George says.
This is the third appointment for
George, who was first appointed
to the MBLC by Governor Mitt
Romney in 2004 and reappointed
by Governor Deval Patrick in 2007.
He served as MBLC chair during
FY2009 and FY2010 before finish
ing his service in May 2012. "It is
wonderful to return to a commis
sion that has an active role in sup
porting, promoting, and improving
the vital services of public libraries
in Massachusetts," he says.
George is the director of digital

2000
John J. Coughlin (JD) was named
a partner in the law firm of Bogle,
DeAscentis & Coughlin PC in 2001.
He now lives in Fall River, MA.

2002
Todd M. Wesche (JD) was pro
moted to managing attorney of the

veterans benefits practice group
at LaVan & Neidenberg PA in Fort
Lauderdale, FL. He was also elected
to the board of directors of the
National Organization of Veterans'
Advocates in Washington, D.C.
2004
[16] Rachael Lea Leventhal (JD)
was a patent attorney in Washing
ton, D.C., until May 2011, when she
joined Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.
She married Michael Jacknis on the
anniversary of eight years together
on Sept. 25, 2005. Their first son,
Ryan Alexander Leventhal, was born
on Jan. 28,2008, and their second
son, Kyle Nathan Leventhal, was
born on Aug. 18, 2011.
2005
[17] Eric and Lisa (Long) Sigman
(JD) welcomed their second child,
Emory, on Dec. 29, 2012. Emory
joins her big sister, Ellison.
2006
Kristen Ray (JD) was named a Top
40 Under 40 litigator by the Ameri
can Society of Legal Advocates.
2007
Hayden 0. Lee (JD) is now as
sociated with the law firm of
ShounBach PC in Fairfax, VA. A
former general practitioner in
Charlottesville, VA, Hayden now
focuses his practice exclusively on
family law and domestic relations
matters in and around Northern
Virginia. He plans to extend his
practice to the District of Columbia
later this year.
2009
Paul Mark (JD) was recently ap
pointed as the vice chair of the Joint
Committee on Higher Education.
Paul is in his second term as state
representative for Massachusetts'
2nd Berkshire District.
2010
Sean Fitzmichael Devlin (JD) was
named general counsel, HR director
and secretary of Feeney Brothers
Excavation LLC.

IN MEMORIAM
John C. Anastos, BA *61 2/15/13
Kenneth Anderson. BSBA *75 11/18/12
Hugo V. Ascoiillo, BS *76 4/II/I3
Mary J. Avila, JO *85 2/27/13
Samuel P. Avila. JD *4112/27/12
Joseph F. Bardouille, JD *79 4/21/13
Sumner Bauman. JD *50 12/31/12
Delia M. Beatty. BSBA *76 3/26/13
John C. Bentley, Jr. JD *75 12/9/12
Arlene Black. MED *812/23/13
Stephen Block. DIP *62 12/30/11
James W. Bracnaro, JD *57 2/7/13
Edward J. Bradloy. Jr, BSBA *57 8/19/12
William J. Canfield II, BA *71 5/25/12
Anthony J. Castro. BS *77 3/9/13
Stephen S. Clark. JD *80 li/17/12
JohnR. Cox. JD *73 4/3/13
George T. Crowley III, BS *82 3/21/13
Joseph I. Cullen, BA SO 4/25/13
Robert Carl D'Alvla, JD *71 2/12/13
Raymond Dettore, Jr, JD *74 12/15/12
Robert Dover. MA *53 2/20/13
George W. Devlin, BSBA *77 2/20/13
SeanO. Dolan. BS'll 12/5/12

Henry C. Drewes. JD *52 12/12/12
Francis A. Evans. BSBA *50 3/II/I3
Richard A. Fairbrothers, JD *88 I/I8/I3
Bruce H. Finkle. JD’81 1/3/13
Kenneth M. Fisher. BSBA *56 12/24/12
Jerald G. Fishman, JD *76 3/28/13
William J. Floyd, Jr, BA *58. MA *6111/19/12
Armand Gagne, MPA *93 4/9/13
Hugh J. Gallagher, MA *70 1/20/13
James J. GMlis. Jr. JD *68 2/26/13
Barnett Goldberg, BSG *52 , MED 76 2/26/13
Sidney Green. MA *61 4/24/13
David W. Guest, JD *95 1/16/13
Laurence A. Hoch, JD *86 7/12/12
Katherine M. Hudson. BSBA *97 2/16/13
Nicholas Katsoulis. BSBA *50 1/23/13
Julie B. Kelliher. JD *98 2/10/13
Lise Kenworthy, JD *76 1/11/13
Fred B. Kfoury, Jr, MBA *71 3/II/I3
Joel Krinsky. BSBA *54 1/29/13
Gerard A. Lalime. MBA *78 4/I0/I3
The Hon. Bruce R. Larson. JD *71 2/23/13
Robert T. Lizotto, MBA *71 4/1/13
Brian Joseph Long, BSBA *80 12/8/12

Brian Lyman-Askew, JD *8110/2/12
Aubrey Macintosh. BSBA *53 1/20/13
George Macricosta, MA *55 1/28/13
Thomas E. Mahoney. BSBA *85. JD *93 2/2/13
Nicola F. Marcaccio, JD *51 3/28/13
Lawrence M. Massaquoi, BSG *79 12/30/12
Leila L. Maynard. JD *43 3/21/13
Andrew D. Mazzone, JD *03 I/I5/I3
William A. McDermott, Jr, JD *73 2/27/13
John F. McGrail, JD *78 3/25/13
Professor Robyn McLaughlin 1/5/13
Joan McMahon, BS *59 11/14/12
Joseph H. McNiff, MBA *71 3/25/13
John R. Michels, JD *79 2/II/I3
Peter J. Muse. JD *81 12/14/12
Edward Patrick Navin, BSBA *67 12/5/12
Professor John J. Nolan. JD *55 i2/l4/l2
Robert E. O'Briant. JD *63 7/14/12
Donald P. Oulton. JD *69 12/19/12
Arthur A. Paleologos, JD *56 4/9/13
April L. Petitt, BS *08 7/7/12
Robert C. Picavet, JD* 59 12/18/11
William J. Polen, JD *30 I2/I/I2
Col. Elliott Powers. JD *69 5/6/12

Chester S. Rewers, JD *69 12/26/12
Edward W. Richardson. Jr. BA *5 3/28/13
George W. Robinson, BSBA *50 3/30/13
David A. Rohde, BSBA *71 4/24/13
Alexander Rosato, BSBA *51 4/17/13
Melissa F. Savinelli, JD *03 2/19/13
John B. Sharkey. BSBA *73 il/il/12
Irene M. L. Sharp, MAE *56 I/I7/I3
Robert Joseph Sheehan, MBA *72 12/23/12
Murray Shulman, JD *69 4/16/13
Edward L. Smith, JD *52 1/23/13
Bernico M. Stevens, MAE *52 12/12/12
Anne MacKean Strong, JD *79 4/4/13
Eldon C. Swim, JD *63 10/12/12
Edward M Sykes. Jr. MAE *63 1/8/13
Bruce Tabackman. JD *70 3/2/13
EricTait. BA *72 1/29/13
William J. Tierney, JD *83 3/4/f3
JohnE. Toomey, JD*88 2/1/13
Frank Toro. Jr, JD *66 6/5/12
Frederick L. Trollinger, Jr. BSBA *77 11/21/12
Robert J. True. JD *66 3/14/13
Sandra L. Weill. MS *79 2/3/13
Henry W. Welch, Jr. JD *51 2/6/13
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BackStory

by JOAN VENNOCHIJD ’84

A STARR IS BORN

SHE SAVED EVERYTHING.

The “Ode to a Grasshop
per” penned during junior high
biology lab, while everyone else
was doing what they were sup
posed to be doing—dissecting a
grasshopper.
The sixth-grade composi
tion book filled with cheerful
essays about summer camp
and Saturday chores, with the
teacher’s encouraging assess
ment prominently displayed in
red ink - “Keep on writing. You
have a nice, humorous style.”
The book reports that
evolved into boxes of newspa
per clippings, from “The Devil’s
Tale” in high school to a college
newspaper and ultimately a
metropolitan daily.
My mother has saved them
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all. And, last year, when she
and my father moved so very
reluctantly from the house they
had lived in for almost 60 years,
the scraps of lined notebook
paper and boxes of yellowing
clips were all there for me to
contemplate, along with my old
prom dresses and Beatles post
ers. She saved those, too.
I was not the next great
American novelist, waiting to
burst onto the literary scene
from a nondescript split-level
tract house on Long Island.
Those schoolgirl scrawls are
pretty ordinary.
But when I look at the col
lection of my earliest work, I
am moved by a mother’s faith
in a child’s dreams. My mom
knew I wanted to be a writer.
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As I grew older, that goal
became more specific: I wanted
to be a journalist. And even
though I didn’t know any jour
nalists and she didn’t either,
she bought into my mission.
What prompted that career
choice? I really don’t know.
My main connection with
newspapers came from the ones
my dad brought home every
night, and he didn’t buy most
of them. He picked up the ones
left behind on the seats of the
Long Island Rail Road, on his
daily commute back and forth
to Penn Station.
Some of those dailies fea
tured the comic strip Brenda
Starr, a tale about a glamorous,
red-haired newspaper reporter
who traveled to exotic places

in her quest for the next great
scoop and a lost love. Maybe
that was my inspiration.
If so, it took a great leap of
faith to believe that a shy, near
sighted little girl who was too
timid to knock on doors to sell
Girl Scout cookies could some
day be bold enough to have a
newspaper byline.
But my mother made that
leap for and with me. When I
became the first in the family to
go to college, it was to Bos
ton, where I wanted to study
journalism. My father, more
old-fashioned in his thinking,
wanted me closer to home,
where I could use state uni
versity scholarship money to
become a teacher. My mother
lobbied for my preference, and
so my dad ended up driving me
off to what he considered an
alien destination, especially for
a New York sports fan.
My mother played the same
supportive role after college
graduation. My dad hoped I
would come back home, but
she insisted that I take the
first newspaper job I was of
fered, working for a tiny Con
necticut weekly. Once again, I
won the battle because of her
backup artillery. My dad was
again dispatched to drive me
out of state, this time to find
my first apartment and help
me set it up.
I did not turn into Brenda
Starr; I was never glamor
ous or adventurous enough
for that. But I did carve out
a small niche in the career I
envisioned, and I like to think
it loops back to the notebooks
and clippings my mother saved.
They represent her belief in
me. It was strong enough to get
me where I wanted to go.

tUustration6y ALISON SEIFFER

felt important
np
to think
beyond the now.^^
As a child, I was always curious as to how
things worked. I remember getting a chemistry
set for Christmas one year and I played with
that set until all of the components were gone.
When I was a freshman (1958), there were not
many female students. I was the first in my
immediate family to go to college. My parents
encouraged me, even though it was a financial
burden. Thank goodness for scholarships!
While it is true that I have three advanced
degrees (MS in Zoology, PhD in Genetics, and
MDiv), none of them would have been pos
sible without the firm foundation and strong
academic background I received at Suffolk,
and not just in biology.
When I returned to teach, if a student was
leaving Suffolk as a biology major, I wanted to
be sure that student knew the material. I, too,
have a degree from Suffolk as a biology major
so I tended to look at students as a representa
tive of my degree.
The “signature” quality that makes the biology
department at Suffolk different is the size of
the classes. The [ratio] makes for an intimate
setting where the faculty member can work
directly with each student. As a student, I got
to know the faculty very well, as did all of the
students in the department.
My decision to support Suffolk through
planned giving was a no-brainer for me. In
addition to my annual donation, it felt impor
tant to think beyond the now. So when I was
doing my estate planning, Suffolk was the first
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to come to mind after family, so I became a
member of the George Frost Society. How can
one enjoy success without acknowledging a
major reason for the success?
BEASNOWAB’62

Suffolk Biology Professor 1965-2009
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